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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

To make a computer understand natural languages, it is necessary to 
make them understand the syntax and semantics of a sentence.  Therefore, developing 
software to interpret or capture information from a document require us to develop 
software for syntactic and semantic interpreters.  Much research in natural language 
understanding emphasizes semantic analysis.   Semantic analysis must be performed to 
ascertain the meaning of a word, or a series of words.  So, the benefit of this process 
leads to valuable information for further problem solving, such as automatic life saving 
information or an automatic life control mechanism. 

Considering forms of sentences, most consist of a subject, a verb, and 
perhaps an object, but some sentences have other extended verbs called serial verbs. 
The serial verb construction, also known as verb serialization, is a syntactic 
phenomenon common to many languages, such as Thai, and Chinese languages. 
Contrary to subordination, where one clause is embedded in another, verb serialization 
strings two verbs together in a sequence in which neither verb is subordinated to the 
other (Tallerman, 1998). Therefore, sentences with serial verbs are difficult to analyze 
because the meaning of a serial verb is a composition of the meanings of its 
components. Moreover, there are various semantic interpretations. For example, 
“เลือกใช/lueak-chai/,” which means “select to use,” is composed of two verbs: “เลือก/
lueak/” and “ใช/chai/”.  The meaning of this example with two consecutive Thai serial 
verbs can be discovered by combining the meaning of both verbs and recognizing that 
the second verb also emphasizes the purpose of the first verb.  Understanding this 
example requires that we choose one of many types of semantic interpretation, the one 
that applies to purposive serial verbs. 

Since serial verbs strongly influence the meaning of a sentence, the 
serial verb analysis is needed before semantic understanding can be completed.    
Therefore, this research will design a framework for semantic analysis of two 
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consecutive Thai serial verbs using some machine leaning techniques to discover the 
patterns of two consecutive Thai serial verbs. Methods in the framework will create a 
relationship between syntactic information and semantic information using the 
grammatical knowledge and knowledge from the patterns of serial verbs. Furthermore, a 
lexicon of some two consecutive Thai serial verbs will be generated to provide 
information about serial verbs for other research. 

1.2 Objectives 
1.2.1 To propose a framework for analyzing the semantics of two 

consecutive Thai serial verbs. 
1.2.2 To analyze the patterns of two consecutive Thai serial verbs using 

machine learning techniques for semantic analysis. 
1.2.3 To create a lexicon for two consecutive Thai serial verbs. 

1.3 Scope and Assumptions 
1.3.1 Research on Thai serial verbs found in the ORCHID corpus 

obtained from the National Electronics and Computer Technology Center of 
Thailand (NECTEC) (ORCHID, 2003). 

1.3.2 We will analyze the patterns of only those two consecutive serial 
verbs with a first element is among the top ten most  frequent serial verbs in the 
ORCHID corpus. 

1.4 Research Methodology 
1.4.1 To collect basic information for the research. 
1.4.2 To design methods for the syntactic analysis of sentences. 
1.4.3 To design methods for the semantic analysis of two consecutive 

Thai serial verbs. 
1.4.4 To design a method for analyzing the patterns of two consecutive 

Thai serial verbs using machine learning.  
1.4.5 To design and create a lexical database of two consecutive Thai 

serial verbs. 
1.4.6 To evaluate the performance of our proposed semantic analysis 

framework and analyze the results. 
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1.4.7 To make conclusions and produce documentation of our work. 

1.5 Contribution 
1.5.1 A framework for semantic analysis of two consecutive Thai serial 

verbs. 
1.5.2 The patterns of two consecutive Thai serial verbs. 
1.5.3 A lexical database of two consecutive Thai serial verbs. 

1.6 Organization of the Thesis 

Chapter II describes the theoretical background that is used in this 
thesis and reviews research works that are related to this research. 

Chapter III describes the primary resources used to create our lexical 
database, the ORCHID Corpus (ORCHID, 2003), the Thai Computational Linguistics 
Laboratory's Computational Lexicon (TCLLEX, 2005) and Lexitron (LEXITRON, 
2005). 

Chapter IV presents our proposed framework to analyze syntactic 
information of sentences and semantic information of two consecutive Thai serial 
verbs. 

Chapter V presents our experiments and discusses the results. 

Chapter VI draws the conclusions of what have been achieved in this 
thesis.  Future research directions related to this thesis are suggested. 
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CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, we describe some important theoretical background on 
the characteristics of Thai language, and research on Thai serial verbs constructions. In 
addition, we briefly describe semantic analysis, and some machine learning techniques. 
In the last part of this chapter, we discuss some ontologies and lexicons. 

2.1 Characteristics of Thai language 

2.1.1 Thai Sentence Structures 

Thai sentences are composed of a sequence of words with unmarked 
word boundaries. Thai sentences consist of different phrases that appear in various 
positions according to their grammatical roles (Pankhuenkhat, 1998). Thai is essentially 
an SVO Language in which sentences are made up of a noun phrase subject followed 
by a verb phrase predicate. The basic forms of Thai sentence structure are Subject + 
Verb and Subject + Verb + Object. However, Thai sentence structure has a number of 
variations, such as Subject + Verb + Complement, Subject + Verb + Adverbial, Subject 
+ Verb + Object + Adverbial or Subject + Verb + Object + Complement (Pankhuenkhat, 
1998). In this study, Thai sentences with the structure Verb + Object are considered as 
an incomplete sentence. They will be excluded from this study, although they can occur 
in Thai speech and Thai written sentences.  In Thai sentences it is difficult to identify 
where one sentence ends and a new sentence begins because a space can be put 
between two sentences, or between two clauses, or between two phrases. Moreover, 
sometimes two consecutive sentences are written without a space between them. 

2.1.2 Thai Phrases 

In (Pankhuenkhat, 1998), Thai phrases are classified into four different 
categories: Noun phrases, Verb phrases, Adverb phrases and Vocative phrases. We 
adopted this classification to classify Thai phrases that occur in our phrase structure 
grammar. Our categories of Thai phrases are Noun Phrases, Verb Phrases, Adverb 
Phrases, and Prepositional Phrases, which are described below: 
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1. Noun Phrase (NP): is composed of a noun, pronoun or nominal noun 
and their modifiers. The modifier can be a determiner, verb, adjective, or classifier. For 
example, “ปากกาสีฟา/pak-ka-si-fa/” (ปากกา/pak-ka/(pen) สีฟา/si-fa/(blue)) means “a 
blue pen”) is composed of the basic noun “ปากกา/pak-ka/(pen)” and the modifier “สี
ฟา/si-fa/(blue)”. 

2. Verb Phrase (VP): is composed of a single verb as a main verb and its 
modifiers. The VP can be a verb combined with a negator as NEG + VERB to express 
the negation as “ไมไป/mai-pai/” – ไม/mai/(not) ไป/pai/(go) means “not go”. Moreover, the 
VP can be a verb combined with the pre-verb auxiliary as “ควรไป/khuan-pai/” – 
ควร/khuan/(should) ไป/pai/(go) means “should go”. 

3. Adverb Phrase (ADVP): is composed of an adverb and its modifiers. 
The ADVP can be just a single adverb, e.g., “มาก/mak/(much)” or an adverb with its 
modifiers. The ADVP can be combined with a negator (NEG) as “ไมเร็ว/mai-reo/” – 
ไม/mai/(not) เร็ว/reo/(fast) meaning “not fast,” “ไมปกติ/mai-pa-ka-ti/” – ไม/mai/(not) 
ปกติ/pa-ka-ti/(normal) means “not normal”. 

4. Prepositional Phrase (PP): is composed of a preposition and its object. 
The object is always a noun or a noun phrase, but it can contain a determiner, verb, or 
classifier. For example, “ในปตอไป/nai-pee-tor-pai/” – ใน/nai/(in) ป/pee/(year) ตอไป/tor-
pai/(next) meaning “in the next year,” “ที่โรงเรียนนี/้thi-rong-rian-ni/” – ที/่thi/(at) 
โรงเรียน/rong-rian/(school) นี/้ni/(this) means “at this school”. 

2.2 Research on Thai Serial Verb Constructions (SVCs) 

We will now discuss some major previous research on serial verb 
constructions in Thai: (Thepkanjana, 1986), (Chuwicha, 1992), (Wilawan, 1993), 
(Muansuwan, 2002) and (Sudmuk, 2005). Some definitions and classifications of serial 
verbs from these researches are basic information for proposed semantics analysis 
framework. 
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2.2.1 Serial Verb Construction in Thai (Thepkanjana, 1986) 

This work broadly defines SVCs as a surface form in which more than 
one verb phrase is strung together. SVCs are considered as one kind of multi-verb 
construction. The other kinds of multi-verb constructions are compound verbs and 
consecutive constructions. The functions of serial verbs in Thai are described as follows: 

 complementing the initial verb, which results in the semantic 
implications of causative, passive, and resultative 

 indicating direction and aspect 

 acting as grammatical markers and/or case markers for which she 
uses the specialized term ‘coverb’ 

 indicating purposive and simultaneous actions 

Moreover, this research classifies serial verbs in Thai into seven types: 
causatives, complements of modality verbs, resultatives, passives, directional serial 
verbs, aspectual serial verbs, and simultaneous serial verbs. Thepkanjana gives the 
following examples: 

The examples of the first verb in causative SVCs are “ทํา/tham/(make)” 
and “ให/hai/(give)”. The examples of the first verb of SVCs in complements of modality 
verbs are “อยาก/yak/(want)” and “พยายาม/pha-ya-yam/(try)”. The example of resultative 
SVCs “กินอ่ิม/kin-im/” illustrates the fact that this construction conveys the meaning that 
an event happens to the subject, and that event is followed by another event also 
occurring to the same person. The second event is the result of the first event. The 
example of passive SVCs “ถูกกัด/thuk-kat/(be bitten)” illustrates that the first verb of 
SVCs of this type “ถูก/thuk/” is a full verb expressing the inherent concept of passivity. 
The examples of the first verb of SVCs in the category of directional serial verbs illustrate 
that the initial verb in this group must be a motion verbs following the geometric shape 
of the path, such as “ตรง/trong/(straight)”. The other constraints are the direction with 
respect to the previous path, such as “ยอน/yon/(reverse)”, the direction with respect to 
the outside world, such as “เลย/loei/(pass)” and the direction with respect to speech act 
participants, such as “ไป/pai/(go)” and “มา/ma/(come)”. For the aspectual serial verbs, 
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Thepkanjana's research analyzes strings of verbs and aspectual verbs as complex 
verbs. The aspectual verbs will signal meanings only if they are serialized and occurred 
with certain types of verbs. The simultaneous serial verbs of this research are classified 
into two kinds that are purposive simultaneous serial verbs, e.g. “มาคุย/ma-khui/(come to 
talk)”, and simultaneous action serial verbs, e.g. “ยืนคุย/yuen-khui/(stand and talk)”.  

2.2.2 Clausehood in serial verb constructions in Thai (Chuwicha, 1992) 

This study aims at investigating the syntactic and semantic properties of 
serial verb constructions (SVC) in Thai and determining the clausehood of the 
constructions. It is found that SVCs can be classified into two groups: 

 the basic SVC, consisting of only two verbs 

 the complex SVC, consisting of more than two verbs 

Four syntactic and semantic properties are found to indicate 
compactness within the SVCs. They are sharing the same subject, having the same time 
reference, having the same aspect and not allowing a negative word to occur in 
between. The SVCs that have all the four properties are considered to have the highest 
degree of compactness or unity. The semantic properties of SVCs are analyzed in term 
of the kinds of event expressed by each verb in the SVC and the temporal relations 
between the events in the SVC. It is found that there are systematic relationships 
between the clausal structure and the semantic properties of SVCs. The temporal 
relations proposed in the mono-clausal SVCs are different from those proposed in the 
non-mono clausal SVCs. 

2.2.3 Reanalysis of so-called serial verb constructions in Thai (Wilawan, 
1993) 

Wilawan studied SVCs in four languages in four different language 
families: Thai, Khmer, Mandarin Chinese, and Yoruba. This research classifies SVCs in 
Thai into two major groups according to the syntactic properties of the first verb in the 
series, which is called the “regent verb”. The first group is SVCs with intransitive regents 
and the second group is SVCs with transitive regents. Each major group is classified by 
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intransitive dependents and transitive dependents. The detail of these SVCs is 
described as follows. 

 Manner intransitive verb and intransitive verb  

 Manner intransitive verb and transitive verb  

 Transitive verb and transitive verb with a shared object NP 

Intransitive regent and intransitive dependents: SVCs in this group 
consist of two verbs with a shared NP subject. The regent verb is interpreted as referring 
to the manner in which the action of the dependent verb is performed. The first verb can 
only be a manner intransitive verb and the second verb is an intentional intransitive verb, 
such as “เดินรองไห/doen-rong-hai/(walk and cry)”.  

Intransitive regents and transitive dependents: In this construction, the 
first verb must be a manner intransitive verb and the second verb must be an intentional 
transitive verb, such as “นัง่ทาํ/nang-tham/(sit and do something)”. This research 
analyzes that the second verb is a complement of the first verb because the first verb 
only occurs with particular verbs, and the part of the sentence headed by the second 
verb is analyzed as a subordinate construction.  

Transitive regents and intransitive dependents: This so-called serial verb 
construction contains a manner transitive verb “ใช/chai/(use)” and an infinitival 
intransitive verb complement, such as “ใชหายใจ/chai-hai-chai/(use something to 
breath)”. 

Transitive regent and transitive dependents: This construction consists of 
a purpose transitive regent verb with its transitive dependent, so it has only one overt NP 
object between two verbs. This research analyzes the second verb in this construction 
as a subordinate dependent of the first verb because the shared NP object must appear 
after the first verb. 
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2.2.4 Verb Complex in Thai (Muansuwan, 2002) 

Muansuwan studies three SVCs in Thai: directional SVCs, the aspectual 
construction in SVCs, and the adjoining construction in sequential SVCs. These SVCs 
are described bellow. 

The first verb in directional SVCs denotes a manner of motion and the 
noninitial verbs encode a directed motion, which includes information about the paths, 
directions, and/or deictic center of the motion events. Each verb in a directional SVC 
describes the same as the first verb. Thus, directional SVC can be interpreted as a 
single event obtaining from different perspectives. Thai Directional serial verb 
constructions include two kinds of syntactic structures: a recursive co-head structure 
and a complementation structure. All verbs in co-head structures have equal status, 
meaning that the occurrence of one verb is not determined by another. Verbs in 
complementation structures do not have equal status (one verb is the complement of the 
others). For aspectual SVCs, this research describes the position of aspect morphemes 
in Thai in term of their positions in the clause. Furthermore, this research defines the 
sequential SVCs as a construction that consists of a sequence of verbs, which share at 
least one argument and encode eventualities that occur in sequence. Adjoining 
constructions (AJCs) are a subset of the sequential SVCs. Muansuwan argues further 
that the resulting verb in an Adjoining Construction behaves the same way as the 
complements or inherent arguments of the matrix verb in that the resulting verb cannot 
be separated from the matrix verb and its arguments by an adverb. This research uses 
Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) as the theoretical basis for analysis.  

2.2.5 The Syntax and Semantics of Serial Verb Constructions in Thai 
(Sudmuk, 2005) 

Sudmuk examines both the syntax and the semantics of the Serial Verb 
Constructions (SVCs) in Thai in a Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) framework. It is 
proposed that there are eight types of the SVCs in Thai with respect to the restriction of 
the limited sets of verbs that occurs in the series, which are the Motion SVCs, Posture 
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SVCs, Take-SVCs, Use-SVCs, Open Class SVCs, Give-SVCs, Causative SVCs, and 
Resultative SVCs. Each type of SVCs is described below: 

Motion SVCs: There are two types of the motion SVCs depending on the 
set of verbs that occur in the sequence: motion – deictic SVCs and motion – directional 
SVCs. The set of the first verb in the motion- deictic SVCs is limited to the manner-of 
motion verbs such as “เดิน/doen/(walk)”, “วิ่ง/wing/(run)” and the set of its second verb is 
limited to the deictic verbs that are “มา/ma/(come)” and “ไป/pai/(go)”. The set of the first 
verb in the motion – directional serialization is limited to the manner-of-motion verbs. 

Posture SVCs: The set of the first verb in the posture SVCs is the postural 
verb, and the second verb in series can be any verbs, that is, this verb class is open 
(called the open class for this research). Serial verbs in this class have only one 
semantic interpretation, the simultaneous interpretation. The postural verb indicates the 
action of the body in a particular position while the agent carries out an action, e.g. “นัง่
รองเพลง/nang-rong-phleng/(sing while sitting)”. 

Take-SVCs: The first verb in the series of the Take-SVCs is the verb 
“เอา/ao/(take)” and the second verb belongs to the open class verb; this second verb is 
usually an activity verb. They have two semantic interpretations, the sequential 
interpretation or the purposive interpretation, e.g. “เอามีดตัดเนือ้/ao-mit-tat-nuea/” has two 
meanings “take the knife and cut the meat”, or “take the knife to cut the meat”. 

Use-SVCs: The first verb in series of the Use-SVCs is the verb 
“ใช/chai/(use)” and the second verb belongs to the open class verb; again it is usually 
an activity verb. When the Use-SVCs are added more verb phrase, which is the verb 
that denotes the intentional action. They have either the sequential or purposive 
interpretation. 

Open Class SVCs: There are two verbs in series in the open class SVCs. 
Both of them can be any verb in the open class. They have two semantic interpretations, 
which are the sequential or purposive interpretation. 
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Give-SVCs: There are two verbs in series in the Give-SVCs. The first verb 
is limited to a verb “ให/hai/(give),” and the second verb belongs to the open class verb. 
They have two semantic interpretations, which are the sequential or purposive 
interpretation (the second verb denotes the purpose of the first verb). 

Causative SVCs: There are two verbs in series in the Causative SVCs. 
The first verb is restricted to the verb “ทํา/tham/(make)”. For the second it may be any 
intransitive verb in the open class, but it may not be a transitive verb. 

Resultative SVCs.: The Resultative SVCs are composed of two verbs in 
series. Both verbs belong to the open class verbs; the second verb is also serves as the 
result verb. They have only one semantic interpretation, which is the result interpretation. 
The second verb shows the result state of the agents or themes after the action of the 
first verb. 

All eight types of the SVCs in Thai are shown in Table 2.1, and their 
semantic interpretations are shown in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.1: Types of SVCs in Thai (Sudmuk, 2005) 

Types of Serialization Class of Verb 
Motion SVCs Manner-of-motion verb + deictic/directional verb 
Posture SVCs Postural verb + open class verb 
Take-SVCs Take + open class verb 

(usually an activity verb) 
Use-SVCs Use + open class verb 
Open class SVCs Open class verb + open class verb 
Give-SVCs Give + open class verb 
Causative SVCs Make + open class verb 
Resultative SVCs Open class verb + open class verb (result) 
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Table 2.2: The semantic interpretation of SVCs in Thai (Sudmuk, 2005) 

Types of Serialization The Semantic Interpretation 
Motion SVCs Overlapping, Purposive 
Posture SVCs Simultaneous 
Take-SVCs Sequential, Purposive 
Use-SVCs Sequential, Purposive 
Open class SVCs Sequential, Purposive 
Give-SVCs Sequential, Purposive 
Causative SVCs Causative 
Resultative SVCs Resultative 

2.3 Semantic Analysis 

Semantics is the study of relationships between signs or symbols and 
what they represent. The goal of computational semantics is to find techniques for 
automatically constructing semantic representations. Lexical semantics explain the 
systematic meaning-related connections among words and the internal meaning-related 
structure of each word, and stores this information in a semantic lexicon. Compositional 
semantics combine the meanings of the component words to produce a logic form that 
represents the meaning of the sentence using the syntactic analysis of the sentence. 

To analyze semantics, several approaches have been proposed. In 
(Sarikaya et al., 2003), semantic analysis involves finding the semantic units that span 
words or word groups and the relationship among all units in a sentence. Syntactic 
features, such as tags on words and the roles of words in sentences are used as 
semantic features. It is concluded that the combination of a number of features may 
improve performance over the best single feature. 

Research by Bejan (Bejan et al., 2004) produced a method for 
automatically assigning semantic roles to the contents of English sentences. Semantic 
roles include agents, targets, items and goals. To identity semantic roles, their 
researches use many features of FrameNet (e.g., Phrase type, Position, Voice, Head 
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word, Part of speech, Named entity class, Support_verbs, Coreness, Content word, 
Parse tree path, etc.). Some researchers use semantic grammars to analyze semantics 
(Minker, 2001). 

2.4 Machine Learning Techniques 

Much research on natural language understanding emphasizes on 
semantic analysis (Li et al., 2003). Solving this problem requires improvement in the 
representation of language information and in semantic analysis methods. (M`arquez, 
2000) describes some work combining fields of machine learning and natural language 
processing. More recently, (Murata et al., 2002) developed new tagging methods using 
three different machine learning methods. Another research project, (Sebastiani, 2002) 
surveys classification of texts using some machine learning techniques. Although none 
of these studies have the same focus as our research, all of them show that machine 
learning techniques help to enhance the performance of natural language processing. 
We describe some details of machine learning techniques briefly in the following 
sections. 

2.4.1 Neural Networks  

(Sebastiani, 2002) defines a neural network classifier as a network of 
units. The input units represent features, the output units represent the category or 
categories of interest (in our research these are meaning classes), and the weights on 
the edges connecting units represent dependence relations. For classifying meaning, its 
features and feature weights are loaded into the input units; the activation of these units 
is propagated forward through the network, and the value of the output units determines 
the choice of the meaning class. A typical way of training neural networks is back 
propagation, whereby the term weights of a training document are loaded into the input 
units; and if a misclassification occurs, the error is “back propagated” so as to change 
the parameters of the network and eliminate or minimize the error. The simplest type of 
neural network classifier is the perceptron, which is a linear classifier. Other types of 
linear neural network classifiers implement a form of logistic regression. Figure 2.1 
shows a basic neural network. 
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Figure 2.1: A Neural Network. 

2.4.1.1 Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNNs) 

The PNN takes its basic concept from the Bayesian statistical classifier 
which is the optimal statistical classifier. Specht proposed a method to formulate the 
weighted-neighbor method described above in the form of a neural network (Specht, 
1990) so PNN is conceptually similar to K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) models. A Diagram 
of PNN appears in Figure 2.2.  
 

 
Figure 2.2: A Probabilistic Neural Network. 

The basic idea is that a predicted target value of an item is likely to be 
about the same as other items that have close values of the predictor variables. A 
probabilistic neural network builds on this foundation and generalizes it to consider all of 
the other points (Wasserman, 1993). The distance is computed from the point being 
evaluated to each of other points, and a radial basis function (RBF) (also called a kernel 
function) is applied to the distance to compute the weight (influence) for each point. The 
radial basis function is so named because the radius distance is the argument to the 
function.  
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Weight = RBF(distance)  

Four layers of a PNN are listed as follows.   

 Input layer - There is one neuron in the input layer for each predictor 
variable. The input neurons then feed the values to each of the 
neurons in the hidden layer.  

 Hidden layer - This layer has one neuron for each case in the training 
data set. The neuron stores the values of the predictor variables for 
the case along with the target value. When presented with the x 
vector of input values from the input layer, a hidden neuron 
computes the Euclidean distance of the test case from the neuron 
center point and then applies the RBF kernel function using the 
sigma value(s). The resulting value is passed to the neurons in the 
pattern layer.  

 Pattern layer / Summation layer - There is one pattern neuron for 
each category of the target variable. The actual target category of 
each training case is stored with each hidden neuron; the weighted 
value coming out of a hidden neuron is fed only to the pattern neuron 
that corresponds to the hidden neuron category. The pattern neurons 
add the values for the class they represent.  

 Decision layer - The decision layer compares the weighted votes for 
each target category accumulated in the pattern layer and uses the 
largest vote to predict the target category.  

2.4.2 Decision Trees  

(M`arquez, 2000) Decision trees are the basis of a method of supervised 
learning from examples that represents one of the most popular approaches within the 
field of Artificial Intelligence for dealing with classification problems. In concept learning 
decision trees are sometimes translated into rules and eventually pruned to represent 
the concept. The most used system is C4.5-Rule. Decision trees are a way to represent 
rules underlying training data with hierarchical sequential structures that recursively 
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partition the data. In all these fields of application, decision trees have been used for 
data exploration with some of the following purposes: Description, Classification and 
Generalization. A decision tree classifier is a tree where internal nodes are labeled by 
features, branches departing from them are labeled by the weight of each feature from 
the training data, and leaves are labeled with the names of the meaning classes. 

2.4.3 Naive Bayes  

(M`arquez, 2000) says that  Naive Bayes classification can be viewed as 
a simple representative of statistical learning methods. This method assumes 
independence of features. It classifies a new example by assigning the class that 
maximizes the conditional probability of the class given the observed sequence of 
features in that example.  

Let be the set of classes and  the set of feature 
values of . The Naive Bayes method tries to find the class that maximizes 
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where  and  are estimated during the training process 
using relation frequencies. 
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To avoid the effects of zero counts when estimating the conditional 
probabilities of the model, a very simple smoothing technique has been used. It consists 
in replacing zero counts of with / N where N is the number of training 
examples. 
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2.4.4 Maximum Entropy Principle (ME)  

(Murata et al., 2002) The maximum entropy method calculates the 
distribution of probabilities using the following equations. The category with the 
maximum probability is judged to be the correct category. 
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where  represents the current word,  represents the set of previous words, and the 
 represents feature indicators that are activated for a certain history.  

o h

if

(Sarikaya et al., 2003) uses the Maximum Entity approach. Maximum 
Entropy is used to model sentences based on syntactic and higher level semantic 
information by computing the joint probabilities of a word sequence and a parse tree. 
Maximizing the entropy makes the distribution more uniform, which is known to provide 
a very helpful solution to data sparseness problems. 

2.4.5 K Nearest Neighbors (k NNs)  

(M`arquez, 2000) describes the k Nearest Neighbors algorithm, which 
does not generalize from training examples. Instead, examples are stored in memory 
and the classification of new examples is based on the classes of the most similar 
stored examples. After the instance base is built, new instances are classified by 
matching them to all instances in the instance base, and by calculating for each match 
the distance between the new instance  mi xxx ,...,  and the stored instance 

  mi yyy ,...,

The most basic metric for instances with symbolic features is the overlap 
metric defined as follows:  
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where  is the weight for the iw th feature and ),( ii yx   is the distance between two 
values, which is defined as:  

),( ii yx  = 0  if  =  ix iy

),( ii yx  = 1  otherwise 

In the basic implementation, all examples are stored in the memory and 
classification of a new example is based on a k Nearest Neighbors algorithm using 
Hamming distance to measure closeness. For k's greater than 1, the resulting sense is 
the weighted majority sense of the k nearest neighbors where each example votes its 
sense with strength proportional to its closeness to the test example. 
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2.5 Ontologies and Lexicons 

A lexicon is a collection of words, often with some organized information 
about them. There are different types of lexicons for example, network-based and frame-
based lexicons.  One example of a network-based hierarchy (taxonomy) is WordNet 
(Miller et al., 1993). Examples of a frame-based networks are Mikrokosmos (Beale, 
1995), the Generative Lexicon (Pustejovsky, 1995), FrameNet (Bejan et al., 2004), and 
VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2000). 

Ontology is a system of concepts relevant for knowledge about actions 
in the world or a system of symbols representing a system of concepts (Hirst, 2004). A 
linguistic ontology is a system of symbols representing the concepts (meanings) 
encoded by natural language (NL) expressions (lexical units, terms, etc.), such as a 
semantic representation language or an Interlingua. Some linguistic So a linguistic 
ontology can be used to provide structure to a lexicon.  

Research on question-answering, such as (Bejan et al., 2004), produced 
a method for automatically assigning semantic roles to the contents of English 
sentences. Semantic roles include agents, targets, items and goals. To identity semantic 
roles, their researches uses many features of FrameNet (e.g., Phrase type, Position, 
Voice, Head word, Part of speech, Named entity class, Support_verbs, Coreness, 
Content word, Parse tree path, etc.).  

FrameNet (Fillmore et al., 2003) is a computational lexicography project 
that extracts information about the linked semantic and syntactic properties of English 
words from large electronic text corpora. It is based on the theory of Frame Semantics 
and it is concerned with networks of meanings. The examples of relations in FrameNet 
are Subframe, Inheritance, See-Also, Using, Inchoative-of and Causative-of. Some 
researchers use a semantic grammar to analyze semantics (Minker, 2001). 

WordNet (Miller et al., 1993) is an on-line lexical database whose design 
is inspired by current psycholinguistic theories of human lexical memory. English nouns, 
verbs, and adjectives are organized into synonym sets representing lexical concepts. 
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WordNet was organized lexical information in terms of word meaning rather than word 
forms. Semantic relations in WordNet are Synonymy, Antonymy, Hyponomy,  Meronymy, 
and Entailments for verbs. The number of words, synsets and senses in WordNet are 
shown in Table 2.3. WordNet classifies nouns (24 groups) and verbs (15 groups) into 
detailed groups. WordNet is a rich resource as far as nouns are concerned, but the 
semantics of verbs is not well captured. 

Table 2.3: WordNet. 

POS Unique String Synsets Word-Sense Pairs 
Noun 117,097 81,426 145,104 
Verb 11,488 13,650 24,890 
Adjective 22,141 18,877 31,302 
Adverb 4,601 3,644 5,720 
Total 155,327 117,597 297,916 

Another interesting lexicon is VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2000), which 
classifies verbs according to Levin verb classes (Levin, 1993). Each verb class is 
completely described by the set of its members (senses) and thematic roles for the 
predicate-argument structure of the members. It includes the syntactic 
subcategorization information, information about thematic roles, syntax, and basic 
lexical semantics (Crouch and King 2005).  The information about thematic roles are 
such as patients, instruments, destinations, sources; about syntax information are such 
as plural, and infinitival. Each frame is composed of a frame description, a syntactic 
description, semantic predicates, thematic roles, and examples. The thematic roles for 
“hit” are shown in Figure 2.3. 

Agent[+int_control]  
Destination[+animate OR [+location -region]]  
Destination[+animate]  
Source[+location]  
Theme[+concrete] 

Figure 2.3: An Example of Thematic Roles for “hit” 
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CHAPTER III 
RESOURCES 

In this chapter, we will describe the ORCHID corpus and some existing 
Thai lexicons that provide information about words for our lexicon. 

3.1 The ORCHID Corpus (Thai Part-of-speech Tagged Corpus) 

As part of our research we conducted experiments on one of the Thai 
corpora, ORCHID (Open linguistic Resources CHanelled toward InterDisciplinary 
research).  The scope of this research is to analyze patterns of only those SVCs 
involving two consecutive serial verbs in which the first element is in the top ten most 
frequent serial verbs in the ORCHID corpus.  ORCHID is an initiative aimed at building 
linguistic resources to support research in natural language processing. The ORCHID 
corpus is a collection of annual reports and research proposals produced by different 
universities and research organizations in Thailand. An overview of the ORCHID corpus 
is shown in Table 3.1 (ORCHID, 2003; Sornlertlamvanich and Charoenporn, 1998). 

Table 3.1: The ORCHID corpus. 

Size of Corpus 5.8 MB (text file) 
Number of Sentences 27,634 sentences 
Number of Words 352,113 words 

Number of Distinct Tags 
(Word Classes) 

14 categories 
47 subcategories 

There are 14 word categories and 47 word subcategories in the ORCHID 
corpus (listed in APPENDIX B). The subcategories are used to help in determining the 
meanings of words. Thai word classes are similar to English classes, but there is no 
adjective word class in Thai. Instead, these functions are carried out by a subclass of 
verbs that always follow the nouns that they modify, for instance, “ปากกาสวย/pak-ka-
suai/” – ปากกา/pak-ka/(pen) สวย/suai/(beautiful) means “beautiful pen”. These verbs are 
called attributive verbs (VATT). Examples in the ORCHID corpus include “อวน/uan/(fat)”, 
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“ดี/di/(good)”. So, the Thai verb class is divided into three subcategories, the action 
category (VACT), the state category (VSTA) and the attribute category (VATT). 

The most important part of a sentence, which describes an action, or an 
important state or attribute, is the verb. In Thai language, verbs can appear in a series of 
two or three or sometimes more. 

Examples of serial verbs:  
“เลือกใช/lueak-chai/” means “select to use.” – เลือก/lueak/(choose) 

ใช/chai/(use).  
โครงการวิจยัไดเลือกใชเคร่ืองไมโครคอมพวิเตอรเปนหลัก (The research 

project selected mainly to use microcomputers.). 
 “ใชออกแบบ/chai-ok-baep/” means “use to design” – ใช/chai/(use) 

ออกแบบ/ok-baep/(design). 
ซอฟทแวรNECTEC II สามารถใชออกแบบวงจรรวมไดจริง (The software can 

be used to design an integrated circuit practically.). 
“ทําหนาทีก่ําหนด/tham-na-ti-kam-not/” means “act to define” – ทํา

หนาที/่tham-na-ti/(act) กําหนด/ kam-not /(define). 
คณะกรรมการนโยบายทาํหนาที่กาํหนดนโยบายตลอดจนกาํกับการดําเนนิงาน 

(Policy Committees act to define policies and oversee processes.). 

Moreover, the form of Thai verbs does not change with tense, so it is 
difficult to determine the main verb in a verb phrase. The parts of speech in the ORCHID 
corpus can help solving this problem partially, because the verb is separated from the 
auxiliary. 

3.2 TCL’s Computational Lexicon (TCLLEX) 

(TCLLEX, 2005) The Thai Computational Linguistics Laboratory (TCL) is 
a partnership laboratory of the Computational Linguistics Group (Japan), under the 
Keihanna Human Info-Communication Research Center (KICR) of the National Institute 
of Information and Communications Technology (NICT). TCL’s computational lexicon is 
a basic lexical knowledge base for natural language processing research. The authors 
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designed both the terminology and the ontology for structuring the lexicon based on the 
ideas of computability and reusability. The computational lexicon consists of more than 
60,000 Thai-English lexical entries, which are represented in morphological, syntactic, 
and semantic information. The syntactic information gives the parts of speech of words 
and the verb patterns in the sentence structures. The semantic information supplies 
word senses and tries to discover preferences of syntactic arguments of thematic roles. 
Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 show logical constraints and semantic constraints in TCLLEX.  
Our lexicon is also based on some semantic information from TCLLEX. 

Table 3.2: Logical Constraints. 

Attribute Value Description 
Is-a (ISA) a conceptual class of a given word (X) 
Equal(EQU) a word having the same meaning of X 
Not-equal(NEQ) a word having the opposite meaning of X 

Part-of(POF) a word specifying a part of X 

Whole-of(WOF) a word referring to the whole of which X is a part 

Table 3.3: Semantic Constraints. 

Attribute Value Description 
Agent(AGT) an entity initiating the action 

Object(OBJ) an entity affected by the action 

Instrument(INS) an entity used in the action 

Location(LOC) a position or place where an event occurs 

Time(TIM) a point or period of time when an event occurs 

The guiding principle of TCLLEX is the idea of structuring a lexicon for 
computability, so the lexicon of two consecutive Thai SVCs, which is produced by the 
proposed framework, is designed and structured based on some tag structures of 
TCLLEX.  Moreover, we use the hierarchy of word categories in TCLLEX  to classify the 
categories of words that are related to SVCs. 
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3.3 Lexitron (LEXITRON, 2005) 

Lexitron (Lexicon + Electron) is a Thai <--> English corpus-based 
dictionary created by the National Electronics and Computer Technology Center of 
Thailand (NECTEC). It contains of 53,000 English-Thai entries with English words 
translated to Thai words, synonyms, antonyms, and examples of English sentences. It 
also contains of 35,000 Thai-English entries with Thai words translated to English words, 
Thai meanings, synonyms, antonyms, and examples of Thai sentences. This dictionary 
is based on the information from the ORCHID corpus and the online version was 
developed by a J-builder program and an Apache server. Lexitron classifies words into 
main categories without subcategories, but it contains synonyms and antonyms of 
words. Lexitron uses English parts of speech, i.e., noun, verb, adverb, adjective, 
preposition, conjunction and pronoun, so it lacks some useful information for analyzing 
Thai sentences. Table 3.4 shows the number of entries in each entry class in Lexitron. 

Table 3.4: Lexitron. 

POS Number of entries 
Noun 21,090 
Verb 13,028 
Adjective 2,879 
Adverb 2,876 
Conjunction 218 
Pronoun 133 
Others 629 

Some methods in the proposed framework use some word information 
from Lexitron such as collecting the result of word segmentation and finding words 
surrounding SVCs. In addition,   the word category in Lexitron is one of the basic ideas 
for categories of words related to SVCs in this research. 

 



 

CHAPTER IV 
METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes our framework for semantic analysis of two 
consecutive Thai serial verbs, the creation of a lexicon for these verbs and the detail of 
some algorithms of some processes in the proposed framework. 

4.1 An Overview of Framework for Semantic Analysis of Two Consecutive Thai Serial 
Verbs 

Our framework is composed of two main components: one performs the 
syntactic analysis of sentences and the other performs the semantic analysis of serial 
verbs. All components of the framework are shown in Figure 4.1.  

 
Figure 4.1: Overview of a semantic analysis framework. 
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As shown in Figure 4.1, the syntactic analysis of sentences is carried out 
by two modules while the semantic analysis is carried out by four modules. The 
syntactic analysis of sentences is performed to provide syntactic information about the 
words in the sentence and about the sentence structures for the semantic analysis part.  
Machine learning techniques are applied during the semantic analysis process to 
discover the patterns of serial verbs. Finally, all of the information about serial verbs from 
the previous analyses is collected to produce a lexicon for two consecutive Thai serial 
verbs. The details of the syntactic analysis of sentences and the semantic analysis are 
described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively 

4.2 Syntactic Analysis of Thai Sentences 

The syntactic analysis component is divided into two parts: word 
segmentation, followed by syntactic analysis and phrase structure analysis. Figure 4.2 
shows an overview of our syntactic analysis of Thai sentences with serial verbs. The 
details of each step are described below. 

 
Figure 4.2: Syntactic analysis of sentence processes. 

4.2.1 Word Segmentation 
In the word segmentation part, since the Thai language as written does 

not represent between words, our research uses a Thai word segmentation tool 
(SWATH, 2003) to segment individual words and tag their parts of speech (Thai parts of 
speech are described briefly in Appendix B).  This is what happens to the serial verbs of 
a sentence in the word segmentation module.  Each serial verb, which contains more 
than one verb, will be considered as one individual phrasal verb.  On the other hand, 
other words, such as nouns, auxiliaries, adverbs, adjectives and prepositions will be 
considered independently. To automatically analyze syntactic structures of sentences 
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by designed grammar rules in the syntactic analysis process, the results of this process 
are required some editing to handle punctuation and determiners, and to correct 
compound words. The example of editing is managing punctuation, determiners and 
correcting compound words.  Punctuations and some determiners are not found after 
word segmentation process.  Then, correcting rules for compound words are generated 
to merge separated words into a compound word. However, these rules may not 
conform to the linguistic principles. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 state rules to correct compound 
nouns and adverbs that are segmented into more than one word. 
 

FIXN + VACT   = NOUN    (1) 
FIXN + VATT   = NOUN    (2) 
FIXN + VSTA   = NOUN    (3) 
FIXN + XVAM   = NOUN    (4) 
NCMN + VACT + NCMN = NOUN    (5) 
PPRS + NPRP + NPRP  = NOUN    (6) 
NCMN + VATT  = NOUN    (7) 
DETERMINER + NOUN = NOUNWORD   (8) 
NOUN + DETERMINER = NOUNWORD   (9) 
NOUN + DETERMINER + CLASSIFIER  = NOUNWORD  (10) 

Figure 4.3: Some rules for nouns and compound nouns. 

Some examples of corrected compound nouns are: 
(1)  FIXN(“การ/kan/”) + VACT(“ทํางาน/thamngan/”) = NOUN(“การทํางาน/kan-
thamngan/”) 
(2)  FIXN(“ความ/khwam/”) + VATT(“เร็ว/reo /”)  = NOUN(“ความเร็ว/khwamreo/”) 
(4)  FIXN(“ความ/khwam/”) + XVAM(“สามารถ/samat/”) = NOUN(“ความสามารถ /khwam 
samat/”) 
(5)  NCMN(“หนวย/nuai/”) + VACT(“แปลง/plaeng/”) + NCMN(“สัญญาณ/sanyan/”)  = 
NOUN(“หนวยแปลงสัญญาณ/nuai-plaeng-sanyan/”) 
(6)  PPRS(“คุณ/khun/”) + NPRP (Name)+ NPRP(Surname) = NOUN(“คุณ/khun/” + 
Name + Surname) 
(7)  NCMN(“รูปแบบ/rupbaep/”) + VATT(“สมมาตร/sommat”) = NOUN(“รูปแบบสมมาตร/ 
rupbaep-sommat/”) 
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(10)  NOUN(“ขอมูล/khomun”-NCMN) + DETERMINER(“8”-DCNM) + CLASSIFIER(“บิต 
/bit”-CMTR) = NOUNWORD(“ขอมูล 8 บิต/khomun-8-bit”) 
 

FIXV + VATT   = ADVERB (1) 
FIXV + VSTA   = ADVERB (2) 

Figure 4.4: Some rules for adverbs. 

Some examples of corrected adverbs are: 
 (1)  FIXV(“ความ/khwam /”) + VATT(“สําคัญ/samkhan/”) = ADVERB (“ความสําคัญ/khwam 
samkhan/”) 
(1)  FIXV(“อยาง/yang/”) + VATT(“รวดเร็ว/ruatreo/”) = ADVERB (“อยางรวดเร็ว/yang 
ruatreo/”) 
(2)  FIXV(“อยาง/yang/”) + VSTA(“สูง/sung/”)  = ADVERB (“อยางสูง/yangsung/”) 
(2)  FIXV(“โดย/doi/”) + VSTA(“ตรง/trong/”)  = ADVERB (“โดยตรง/doitrong/”) 
 

4.2.2 Syntactic Analysis and Phrase Structure Analysis 

The Thai grammar for serial verbs defined in our research is used for 
syntactic analysis and phrase structure analysis. The syntactic analysis and the phrase 
structure analysis use a phrase structure grammar (PSG) to analyze parts of sentences. 
The PSG describing the sentence structures of the language is defined in the form of a 
set of rules which describe possible modes of combination of words. The basic phrases 
that can represent the meaning of sentences include noun phrases, verb phrases, 
adverb phrases and prepositional phrases This research has produced a specific PSG 
which provides added semantic information of basic sentence structures to analyze 
syntactic structures of serial verbs in sentences. Therefore, the designed PSG of this 
framework is valuable than other PSGs. The basic sentence structures are classified into 
four different categories in terms of their functions: subjects, verbs, objects, and 
adverbials.  The phrase structure trees for the sentences are created one sentence at a 
time and they are parsed by grammar rules in a parser tool.  Some non-terminal symbols 
in grammar rules are formed to automatically parse sentences by the parser tool. 
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To solve the problem of ambiguous structure trees, the probability of 
phrase patterns computed from example sentences in the corpus is applied. The 
probabilistic values are computed by applying the following formula: 
 

rules symbol terminal-nonleft  same by the sentences parsed#

ruleby  sentences parsed#
)( iiruleprob  

Rules with the highest probability will be chosen to parse sentences. The 
result of this process is a phrase structure tree of the sentence that represents the 
subject, the object of the serial verb and some phrases that modify the serial verb, such 
as adverb phrases, and prepositional phrases. Some parts of the phrase structure 
grammar (Pugsee and Rivepiboon 2005) are expressed in the form of grammar rules 
with probabilistic values (p) ordering by the main components to particle components of 
the sentence as follows. The source codes for the Thai grammar rules in our parser are 
shown in Figure 4.5. 
 

S    --> SJ + VP     p = 0.003 (1) 
S    --> SJ + VA    p = 0.218 (2) 
S    --> SJ + VO     p = 0.583 (3) 
S    --> SJ + VOA     p = 0.196 (4) 
SC    --> SJCL + VP     p = 0.050 (5) 
SC    --> SJCL + VPA    p = 0.650 (6) 
SC    --> SJCL + VO     p = 0.100 (7) 
SC    --> SJCL + VOA     p = 0.250 (8) 
VBA    --> VP + ADVB      (9) 
VO    --> VP + OJ      (10) 
VOA    --> VO + ADVB      (11) 
SJ    --> NP       (12) 
OJ    --> NP       (13) 
ADVB  --> ADVP     p = 0.310 (14) 
ADVB  --> ADVP+ SUBORDCL   p = 0.028 (15) 
ADVB  --> ADVP+PP    p = 0.113 (16) 
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ADVB  --> COORDCL    p = 0.014 (17) 
ADVB  --> PP     p = 0.261 (18) 
ADVB  --> PP + ADVP    p = 0.021 (19) 
ADVB  --> PP + SUBORDCL   p = 0.035 (20) 
ADVB  --> SUBORDCL    p = 0.218 (21) 
NP    --> noun       (22) 
NP    --> NP + RELCL    p = 0.333 (23) 
NP    --> NP + NP    p = 0.333 (24) 
NP    --> NP + PP    p = 0.333 (25) 
VP  --> auxiliary + VP       (26) 
VP    --> verb       (27) 
VP    --> VP + VP    p = 1.000 (28) 
ADVP  --> auxiliary + ADVP      (29) 
ADVP  --> adverb       (30) 
ADVP  --> ADVP + ADVP    p = 1.000 (31) 
PP    --> preposition + NP     (32) 
RELCL  --> relative pronoun + S   p = 0.006 (33) 
RELCL  --> relative pronoun + VP    p = 0.114 (34) 
RELCL  --> relative pronoun + VBA  p = 0.369 (35) 
RELCL  --> relative pronoun + VO    p = 0.485 (36) 
RELCL  --> relative pronoun + VOA   p = 0.070 (37) 
SUBORDL --> subordinating conjunction + S  p = 0.080 (38) 
SUBORDL --> subordinating conjunction + VP  p = 0.040 (39) 
SUBORDL --> subordinating conjunction + VBA p = 0.340 (40) 
SUBORDL --> subordinating conjunction + VO  p = 0.420 (41) 
SUBORDL --> subordinating conjunction + VOA  p = 0.120 (42) 
COORDL --> coordinating conjunction + VP  p = 0.000 (43) 
COORDL --> coordinating conjunction + VBA p = 0.000 (44) 
COORDL --> coordinating conjunction + VO  p = 1.000 (45) 
COORDL --> coordinating conjunction + VOA  p = 0.000 (46) 
SJCL  --> SJ + VB     p =0.040 (47) 
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SJCL  --> SJ + VBA    p =0.619 (48) 
SJCL  --> SJ + VO     p =0.095 (49) 
SJCL  --> SJ + VOA     p =0.238 (50) 

According to the grammar rules described above, some rules have no 
probabilistic values because the right hand side is the terminal symbol, or there is no 
alternative path to parse the sentence. 
 
grammar Thai // skips whitespace and comments 
{ 
    allstn ::= stn ["SPAC" allstn];  
    stn ::= [sj](vp|va|vo|voa)["EITT"]["PNTR"]|[sjcl](vp|va|vo|voa)["EITT"]["PNTR"]; 
    va ::= vp advb; 
    vo ::= vp oj; 
    voa ::= vp oj advb; 
     sj ::= np; 
    oj ::= np; 
    sjcl ::= [sj][va|vp|vo|voa]; 
    advb ::= advp ([pp]|[subordincl])| pp ([advp]|[subordincl]) |subordincl| coordincl; 
    np ::= nounword ([{nounword}][pp]| [relativecl]); 
    vp ::=  [{helpverb}] verbword [{verbword}]; 
    advp ::= advword [{advword}][{deter_class}];  
    nounword ::=  [deter_class]noun[{noun}][{deter_class}]|pronoun|deter_class; 
    verbword ::= verb [{verb}]; 
    advword ::=  [{helpverb}] adv [{adv}]; 
    relativecl ::= "PREL" [sj](vp|va|vo|voa); 
    subordincl ::= "JSBR" [sj][(vp|va|vo|voa)]; 
    coordincl ::= "JCRG" (vp|va|vo|voa); 
    pp ::= prepword np; 
    prepword ::= prep [{prep}]; 
    pronounword ::= pronoun [{pronoun}]; 
    deter_class ::= "DDAN"|"DDAC"|"DDBQ"|"DDAQ"|"DIAC"| 
"DIBQ"|"DIAQ"|"DCNM"| "DONM"|"CNIT"|"CLTV"|"CMTR"|"CFQC"|"CVBL"; 
    conj ::= "JCRG"|"JCMP"|"JSBR"; 
    noun ::= "NCMN" |"NTTL"|"NPRP"|"NLBL" |"NCNM"|"NONM"|"FIXN" (verb| 
helpverb)[verb][{noun}]; 
    verb ::= "VACT"|"VSTA"|"VATT"; 
    helpverb ::= "XVBM"|"XVAM"|"XVMM"|"XVBB"|"XVAE"|"NEG"; 
    prep ::= "RPRE"; 
    adv ::= "ADVN"|"ADVI"|"ADVP"|"ADVS"|"FIXV" verb 
[{verb}][{noun}[|("XVAE"[verb][adv]); 
    pronoun ::= "PDMN"|"PPRS"|"PNTR"; 
}; 

Figure 4.5: Source codes for Thai grammar rules 
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A little semantic information is obtained from the paths through the 
phrase structure tree, which correspond to the grammar rules selected to parse the 
sentence. After the syntactic analysis is completed, we get information about the 
structure of the sentence that is useful for determining the syntactic pattern of the SVCs 
in the sentence. Based on the structures of Thai sentences with SVCs, Figure 4.6 
presents a diagram of all syntactic parts of sentences in which the SVC is the verb in 
main clause. The diagram in Figure 4.7 expresses all syntactic parts of subordinate 
clauses in which the SVC occurs as the verb. 
 

 
<1> refer: noun phrase which is a subject of a sentence 
<2> refer: verb phrase which is the verb of main clause in a sentence 
<3> refer: prepositional phrase 
<4> refer: adverb phrase 
<5> refer: noun phrase which is an object of a sentence 
<6> refer: subordinating clause 
<7> refer: coordinating clause 
<8> refer: relative clause 
<9> refer: clause which is a subject of a sentence 
<10> refer: empty string 

Figure 4.6: Diagram of sentences in which SVCs are found as verbs in main clauses. 
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Referring to Figure 4.6, each circle with a number represents each state 
during parsing each part of a sentence. State transitions take place, when phrases or 
clauses are found, that are represented by an edge in the diagram. The paths in the 
diagram present all possible phrases or clauses in the sentence that appear in 
sentences containing SVCs in the verb phrase. 
 

 
<1> refer: relative pronoun 
<2> refer: verb phrase which is a verb of a clause 
<3> refer: prepositional phrase 
<4> refer: adverb phrase 
<5> refer: noun phrase which is an object of a clause 
<6> refer: subordinating clause 
<7> refer: relative clause 
<8> refer: subordinating conjunction  
<9> refer: empty string of a clause 

Figure 4.7: Clause diagram of all SVCs functioning as verbs in subordinate clauses. 

Referring to Figure 4.7, each circle with a number represents a state 
reached during parsing a part of a clause. State transitions take place, when phrases or 
clauses are found in clauses represented by an edge in the diagram.  The paths 
through the diagram represent all possible phrases or clauses appearing in clauses with 
an SVC as the verb. 
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4.3 Semantic Analysis 

Since the meaning of a word usually depends on its position which is 
analyzed in the syntactic analysis phase, outputs from the syntactic analysis phase will 
be inputs for the semantic analysis phase.  Thus, the knowledge about serial verbs can 
be extracted from our proposed framework. 

The proposed mechanism for semantic analysis of components is 
composed of four processes. The first and the second processes are identify the words 
surrounding the SVCs and analyze the relationships between the words and the SVCs; 
semantic relations between SVCs and other parts of the sentence structures will be 
generated. The next step is to define classes of words related to SVCs. The last step is 
to analyze all features to determine the semantic bindings. Figure 4.8 shows the 
processes that perform the semantic analysis of sentences with serial verbs. 
 

 
Figure 4.8: Semantic Analysis. 

Referring to Figure 4.8, finding words surrounding SVCs and 
relationships analysis are methods to get context information about two consecutive 
SVCs.  Then, the related words of SVCs are revealed by proposed sentence theorems.  
Next, the classes of related words are defined to add information about the SVCs.  
Finally, all relations and classes of related words are analyzed and learned to generate 
the semantic binding patterns of SVCs and the meaning of those some patterns.  Details 
of these modules are described in the following section. 
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4.3.1 Modules for Finding Words Surrounding SVCs and for the Analysis 
of the Relationships 

After receiving words and syntactic patterns from the syntactic analysis 
phase, words surrounding SVCs are identified by traversing branches of the phrase 
structure trees from the nodes that are SVCs in the verb phrases.  For example, a noun 
phrase that has been occurred before SVCs in a sentence is the subject of the SVCs 
and a noun phrase which has been occurred after the SVCs in the series of word in a 
sentence is the object of the SVCs.  

Once the surrounding words are recognized, the next process is to find 
the relationships between these words and the serial verbs.  The syntactic patterns and 
definitions with theorems are described in Appendix C. With regard to sentence 
theorems, the algorithms for relationship analysis are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.  
Whether SVCs are verbs in main clauses or in subordinate clauses, all syntactic patterns 
and relations are included in Table 4.1 with results of the relationship analysis SVCs and 
the other words in the phrases that are related to SVCs. 
 

READ first_part 
pattern = <NULL> 
relation = <NULL> 
IF first_part = NP 
THEN 
 pattern = <NP > 
 READ next_part 
 IF next_part = VP 
 THEN 
  pattern = <NP, SV> 
  relation = <SUBJECT1> 
  READ next_part 
  IF next_part = NP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <NP, SV, NP> 
   relation = <SUBJECT1, OBJECT1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 

Figure 4.9:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in sentences containing with an 
SVC as verb in main clause. 
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    OUTPUT pattern 
    OUTPUT relation 
   ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, SV, NP, ADVP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    ELSE IF next_part = PP 
    THEN 
     pattern = <NP, SV, NP, ADVP, PP> 
     relation = <SUBJECT1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2, MODIFYV1 > 
     READ next_part 
     IF next_part = NULL 
     THEN 
      OUTPUT pattern 
      OUTPUT relation 
     ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 
     THEN 
      pattern = <NP, SV, NP, ADVP, PP, CL_SUB> 
      relation = <SUBJECT1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2, MODIFYV1, 
COMPLETE2 > 
      READ next_part 
      IF next_part = NULL 
      THEN 
       OUTPUT pattern 
       OUTPUT relation 
      END IF 
     END IF 
    ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 
    THEN 
     pattern = <NP, SV, NP, ADVP, CL_SUB> 
     relation = <SUBJECT1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2, COMPLETE2 > 
     READ next_part 
     IF next_part = NULL 
     THEN 
      OUTPUT pattern 
      OUTPUT relation 
     END IF 
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, SV, NP, CL_SUB > 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, OBJECT1, COMPLETE2> 

Figure 4.9:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in sentences containing with an 
SVC as verb in main clause (cont.). 
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    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_REL 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, SV, NP, CL_REL > 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, OBJECT1, MODIFYN2> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_COR 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, SV, NP, CL_COR > 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, OBJECT1, JOIN> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   END IF 
  ELSE IF next_part = PP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <NP, SV, PP> 
   relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYV1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern 
    OUTPUT relation 
   ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, SV, PP, ADVP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYV1, MODIFYV2> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern   
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_REL 

Figure 4.9:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in sentences containing with an 
SVC as verb in main clause (cont.). 
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   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, SV, PP, CL_REL> 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYV1, MODIFYN3> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern   
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, SV, PP, CL_SUB> 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYV1, COMPLETE1> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern   
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   END IF 
  ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <NP, SV, ADVP> 
   relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYV2> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern   
    OUTPUT relation   
   ELSE IF next_part = PP 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, SV, ADVP, PP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYV2, MODIFYV1> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
     THEN 
      OUTPUT pattern   
      OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, SV, ADVP, CL_SUB > 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYV2, COMPLETE1> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 

Figure 4.9:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in sentences containing with an 
SVC as verb in main clause (cont.). 
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     OUTPUT pattern   
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   END IF 
  ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 
  THEN 
   pattern = <NP, SV, CL_SUB > 
   relation = <SUBJECT1, COMPLETE1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern   
    OUTPUT relation   
   END IF 
  END IF  
 ELSE IF next_part = CL_REL 
 THEN 
  pattern = <NP, CL_REL> 
  READ next_part 
  IF next_part = VP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <NP, CL_REL, SV> 
   relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NP 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, CL_REL, SV, NP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1, OBJECT1> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern   
     OUTPUT relation   
    ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
    THEN 
     pattern = <NP, CL_REL, SV, NP, ADVP> 
     relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2> 
     READ next_part 
     IF next_part = NULL 
     THEN 
      OUTPUT pattern   
      OUTPUT relation   
     ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 
     THEN  
      pattern = <NP, CL_REL, SV, NP, ADVP, CL_SUB> 
      relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2, 
COMPLETE2> 

Figure 4.9:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in sentences containing with an 
SVC as verb in main clause (cont.). 
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      READ next_part 
      IF next_part = NULL 
      THEN 
       OUTPUT pattern   
       OUTPUT relation   
      END IF 
     END IF 
    ELSE IF next_part = CL_REL 
    THEN 
     pattern = <NP, CL_REL, SV, NP, CL_REL> 
     relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1, OBJECT1, MODIFYN2> 
     READ next_part 
     IF next_part = NULL 
     THEN 
      OUTPUT pattern   
      OUTPUT relation   
     END IF 
    ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 
    THEN 
     pattern = <NP, CL_REL, SV, NP, CL_SUB> 
     relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1, OBJECT1, COMPLETE2> 
     READ next_part 
     IF next_part = NULL 
     THEN 
      OUTPUT pattern   
      OUTPUT relation   
     END IF 
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = PP 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, CL_REL, SV, PP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1, MODIFYV1> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern   
     OUTPUT relation   
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, CL_REL, SV, SDVP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1, MODIFYV2> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern   
     OUTPUT relation   

Figure 4.9:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in sentences containing with an 
SVC as verb in main clause (cont.). 
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    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, CL_REL, SV, CL_SUB> 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1, COMPLETE1> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern   
     OUTPUT relation   
    END IF 
   END IF 
  END IF 
 END IF 
ELSE IF next_part = CL_N 
THEN 
 pattern = <CL_N> 
 READ next_part 
 IF next_part = VP 
 THEN 
  pattern = <CL_N, SV> 
  relation = <SUBJECT_CL1> 
  READ next_part 
  IF next_part = NULL 
  THEN 
   OUTPUT pattern   
   OUTPUT relation   
  ELSE IF next_part = NP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <CL_N, SV, NP> 
   relation = <SUBJECT_CL1, OBJECT1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern   
    OUTPUT relation   
   ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
   THEN 
    pattern = <CL_N, SV, NP, ADVP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT_CL1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern   
     OUTPUT relation   
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 

Figure 4.9:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in sentences containing with an 
SVC as verb in main clause (cont.). 
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   THEN 
    pattern = <CL_N, SV, NP, CL_SUB> 
    relation = <SUBJECT_CL1, OBJECT1, COMPLETE2> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern   
     OUTPUT relation   
    END IF 
   END IF 
  ELSE IF next_part = PP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <CL_N, SV, PP> 
   relation = <SUBJECT_CL1, MODIFYV1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern   
    OUTPUT relation   
   END IF 
  ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <CL_N, SV, ADVP> 
   relation = <SUBJECT_CL1, MODIFYV2> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern   
    OUTPUT relation   
   END IF 
  END IF 
 ELSE IF next_part = CL_REL 
 THEN 
  pattern = <CL_N, CL_REL> 
  READ next_part 
  IF next_part = VP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <CL_N, CL_REL, SV> 
   relation = <SUBJECT_CL1, MODIFYN_CL1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NP 
   THEN 
    pattern = <CL_N, CL_REL, SV, NP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT_CL1, MODIFYN_CL1, OBJECT1> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 

Figure 4.9:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in sentences containing with an 
SVC as verb in main clause (cont.). 
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     OUTPUT pattern   
     OUTPUT relation   
    ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 
    THEN 
     pattern = <CL_N, CL_REL, SV, NP, CL_SUB> 
     relation = <SUBJECT_CL1, MODIFYN_CL1, OBJECT1, COMPLETE2> 
     READ next_part 
     IF next_part = NULL 
     THEN 
      OUTPUT pattern   
      O UTPUT relation   
     END IF 
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = PP 
   THEN 
    pattern = <CL_N, CL_REL, SV, PP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT_CL1, MODIFYN_CL1, MODIFYV1> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern   
     OUTPUT relation   
    END IF 
   END IF 
  END IF 
 END IF 
END IF 

Figure 4.9:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in sentences containing with an 
SVC as verb in main clause (cont.). 
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READ first_part 
pattern = <NULL> 
relation = <NULL> 
IF first_part = PR_REL 
THEN 
 pattern = <NPREL, PR_REL > 
 READ next_part 
 IF next_part = VP 
 THEN 
  pattern = <NPREL, PR_REL, SV> 
  relation = <SUBJECT_REL1> 
  READ next_part 
  IF next_part = NULL 
  THEN 
   OUTPUT pattern 
   OUTPUT relation 
  ELSE IF next_part = NP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP> 
   relation = <SUBJECT_REL1, OBJECT1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern 
    OUTPUT relation 
   ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
    pattern = <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP, ADVP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT_REL1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    ELSE IF next_part = PP 
     pattern = <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP, ADVP, PP> 
     relation = <SUBJECT_REL1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2, MODIFYV1> 
     READ next_part 
     IF next_part = NULL 
     THEN 
      OUTPUT pattern 
      OUTPUT relation 
     END IF 
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 
    pattern = <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP, CL_SUB> 
    relation = <SUBJECT_REL1, OBJECT1, COMPLETE2> 
    READ next_part 

Figure 4.10:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in subordinate clauses with an 
SVC as verb. 
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    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_REL 
    pattern = <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP, CL_REL> 
    relation = <SUBJECT_REL1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   END IF 
  ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
  THEN 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   END IF 
  ELSE IF next_part = CL_SUB 
  THEN 
   pattern = <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, CL_SUB> 
   relation = <SUBJECT_REL1, COMPLETE1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern 
    OUTPUT relation 
   END IF 
   pattern = <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, ADVP> 
   relation = <SUBJECT_REL1, MODIFYV2> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern 
    OUTPUT relation 
   ELSE IF next_part = PP 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, ADVP, PP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT_REL1, MODIFYV2, MODIFYV1> 
    READ next_part 

Figure 4.10:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in subordinate clauses with an 
SVC as verb (cont.). 
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    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   END IF 
  ELSE IF next_part = PP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, PP> 
   relation = <SUBJECT_REL1, MODIFYV1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern 
    OUTPUT relation 
   ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, PP, ADVP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT_REL1, MODIFYV1, MODIFYV2> 
  END IF 
 END IF 
ELSE IF first_part = C_SUB 
THEN 
 READ next_part 
 IF next_part = VP 
 THEN 
  pattern = <C_SUB, SV> 
  READ next_part 
  IF next_part = NP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <C_SUB, SV, NP> 
   relation =  <OBJECT1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern 
    OUTPUT relation 
   ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
    pattern = <C_SUB, SV, NP, ADVP> 
    relation = <OBJECT1, MODIFYV2> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_REL 

Figure 4.10:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in subordinate clauses with an 
SVC as verb (cont.). 
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    pattern = <C_SUB, SV, NP, CL_REL> 
    relation = <OBJECT1, MODIFYV2> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   END IF 
  ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <C_SUB, SV, ADVP> 
   relation = <MODIFYV2> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern 
    OUTPUT relation 
   END IF 
  ELSE IF next_part = PP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <C_SUB, SV, PP> 
   relation = <MODIFYV1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern 
    OUTPUT relation 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_REL 
   THEN 
    pattern = <C_SUB, SV, PP, CL_REL > 
    relation = <MODIFYV1, MODIFYN3> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   END IF 
  END IF 
ELSE IF first_part = NP 
THEN 
 pattern = <NP > 
 READ next_part 
 IF next_part = VP 
 THEN 

Figure 4.10:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in subordinate clauses with an 
SVC as verb (cont.). 
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  pattern = <NP, SV> 
  relation = <SUBJECT1> 
  READ next_part 
  IF next_part = NP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <NP, SV, NP> 
   relation = <SUBJECT1, OBJECT1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern 
    OUTPUT relation 
   ELSE IF next_part = ADVP 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, SV, NP, ADVP> 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   END IF 
  ELSE IF next_part = PP 
  THEN 
   pattern = <NP, SV, PP> 
   relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYV1> 
   READ next_part 
   IF next_part = NULL 
   THEN 
    OUTPUT pattern 
    OUTPUT relation 
   ELSE IF next_part = CL_REL 
   THEN 
    pattern = <NP, SV, PP, CL_REL > 
    relation = <SUBJECT1, MODIFYV1, MODIFYN3> 
    READ next_part 
    IF next_part = NULL 
    THEN 
     OUTPUT pattern 
     OUTPUT relation 
    END IF 
   END IF 
  END IF 
 END IF 
END IF 

Figure 4.10:  Analysis of syntactic patterns and relations in subordinate clauses with an 
SVC as verb (cont.). 
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Table 4.1: Theorems, syntactic patterns and relations. 

Theorems Syntactic Patterns 
SUBJE

CT1 
OBJE
CT1 

MODI
FYV1 

MODI
FYV2 

COMPL
ETE1 

COMPL
ETE2 

JOIN1 
SUBJEC

T_CL 
MODI
FYN1 

MODI
FYN2 

MODI
FYN3 

MODIF
YN_CL 

1 S:= <NP, SV, NP> x x           

2 S := <NP, SV, PP> x  x          

3 S := <NP, SV, ADVP> x   x         

4 S := <NP, SV, ADVP,PP> x  x x         

5 S := <NP, SV, PP, ADVP> x  x x         

6 S := <NP, SV, NP, ADVP> x x  x         

7 S := <NP, SV, NP, ADVP, PP> x x x x         

8 S := <NP, SV, CL_SUB> x    x        

9 S := <NP, SV, NP, CL_SUB> x x    x       

10 S := <NP, SV, NP, COORDCL> x x     x      

11 S := <NP, SV, NP, CL_REL> x x        x   

12 S := <NP, SV, PP, CL_SUB> x  x  x        

13 S := <NP, SV, PP, CL_REL> x  x        x  

14 S := <NP, SV, ADVP, CL_SUB> x   x x        

15 S := <NP, SV, NP, ADVP, CL_SUB> x x  x  x       

16 S := <NP, SV, NP, ADVP_PP, CL_REL> x x x x       x  

17 S := <NP, CL_REL, SV, NP> x x       x    

18 S := <NP, CL_REL, SV, PP> x  x      x    

19 S := <NP, CL_REL, SV, ADVP> x   x     x    

20 S := <NP, CL_REL, SV, NP, ADVP> x x  x     x    

21 S := <NP, CL_REL, SV, CL_SUB> x    x    x    

22 S := <NP, CL_REL, SV, NP, CL_SUB> x x    x   x    

23 S := <NP, CL_REL, SV, NP, CL_REL> x x       x x   

24 S := <NP, CL_REL, SV, NP, ADVP, CL_SUB> x x  x  x   x    

25 S := <CL_N, SV>        x     

26 S := <CL_N, SV, NP>  x      x     

27 S := <CL_N, SV, PP>   x     x     
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Table 4.1: Theorems, syntactic patterns and relations (cont.). 

Theorems Syntactic Patterns 
SUBJE

CT1 
OBJE
CT1 

MODI
FYV1 

MODI
FYV2 

COMPL
ETE1 

COMPL
ETE2 

JOIN1 
SUBJEC

T_CL 
MODI
FYN1 

MODI
FYN2 

MODI
FYN3 

MODIF
YN_CL 

28 S := <CL_N, SV, ADVP>    x    x     

29 S := <CL_N, SV, NP, ADVP>  x  x    x     

30 S := <CL_N, SV , NP, CL_SUB>  x    x  x     

31 S := <CL_N, CL_REL, SV ,NP>  x      x    x 

32 S := <CL_N, CL_REL, SV ,PP>   x     x    x 

33 S := <CL_N, CL_REL, SV ,NP, CL_SUB>  x    x  x    x 

35 C := <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP> x x           

36 C := <NPREL, PR_REL, SV> x            

37 C := <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, PP> x  x          

38 C := <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, ADVP> x   x         

39 C := <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, ADVP, PP> x  x x         

40 C := <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, PP, ADVP> x  x x         

41 C := <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP, ADVP> x x  x         

42 C := <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP, ADVP_PP> x x x x         

43 C := <NPREL,REL,SV, CL_SUB, RELCL> x    x        

44 C := <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP, CL_SUB> x x    x       

45 C := <NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP, RELCL> x x        x   

46 C := <C_SUB, SV, NP>  x           

47 C := <C_SUB, SV, PP>   x          

48 C := <C_SUB, SV, ADVP_PP>   x x         

49 C := <C_SUB, SV, NP, ADVP>  x  x         

50 C := <C_SUB, SV, NP, RELCL>  x        x   

51 C := <C_SUB, SV, PP, RELCL>   x        x  

52 C := <NP, SV, NP> x x           

53 C := <NP, SV, PP> x  x          

54 C := <NP, SV, NP, ADVP> x x  x         

55 C := <NP, SV, PP, RELCL> x  x        x  49
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4.3.2 Defining Classes of Words Module 

After completion of the process, that finds words surrounding SVCs and 
analyzes their relationships to the SVC process, the surrounding words and relations 
related to SVCs have been discovered in a sentence. Then, the class of each 
surrounding word is determined in defining phases.  The first noun of the noun phrase 
that has been occurred before an SVC in a sentence is labeled as a head noun to define 
classes.  Some word information from a lexicon and some heuristic rules that we 
designed are used to define classes of head nouns in noun phrases, classes of adverb 
phrases, and classes of prepositional phrases. Domains or types of nouns are 
categorized into various classes, such as the person class of nouns referring to persons 
or organizations (e.g., users, employees, officers), the artifact class referring to artifacts 
or instruments (e.g., computers, programs, software, instruments), the data class 
referring to data or information, the activity class referring to activities or processes and 
the abstract class referring to abstract nouns. The characteristics of each class were 
chosen and also simplified classes from the semantic hierarchy of noun classes in 
(Scott, 2003) and noun sets in (TCLLEX, 2005). Figure 4.11 shows the hierarchy of noun 
classes that we defined for our research.  To define classes for adverb and prepositional 
phrases, we chose beginning words of phrases, (an adverb and a preposition, 
respectively), used as keywords for classes. For example, “at” and “in” are used to 
express the location of the action in sentences, while “with” is used to express that the 
action in a sentence occurs in co-operation with nouns following the preposition. 
 

Concrete Thing 
-  Living Thing 

    -  Person 
    -  Organization 
   -  Animal 

-  Non-living Thing 
    -  Artifact 
   -  Parts of Artifact 
    -  Non-artifact 
Abstraction 

-  Activity & Process 
-  Data & Information (Value, State, Attribute, Characteristics) 
-  Technology & Knowledge 
-  Abstract Thing 

Figure 4.11: Hierarchy of noun classes. 
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There are three approaches to define classes of words as shown in 
Figure 4.12. The first approach cis to to test whether the word satisfies a defined rules. 
The second approach is to compare words with other words in the database, including 
matching a substring of words. The final approach is to let user define the class 
manually. 
 

STEP 1: Define by rules 
IF There are no rules for defining  
THEN STEP 2: Compare with words in database  
    IF There are no similar words 
    THEN STEP 3: Define manually 
    END IF 
END IF 

Figure 4.12: The basic steps for defining classes of words 

According to the hierarchy of noun classes (Figure 4.11), there are seven 
different noun classes in noun phrases that are Person or Organization (PER), Artifact & 
Parts of Artifacts (ART), Non Artifact (NAR), Activity & Process (ACT), Data & Information 
& Value & Number (DAT), Technology & Knowledge (TEC), and Abstract Thing (ABT). 
Rules for classification in the noun class are shown in Figure 4.13. 

1) PER is a set of nouns that are used to refer to people, groups of 
people, or organizations. The example of this set is the proper noun or the common 
noun that means names of persons, groups of people, names of organizations, names of 
projects and the personal pronoun (PR).  

2) ART is a set of nouns that are used to refer to artifacts and the part 
of them. Examples of this set are common nouns for kinds of equipments, instruments, 
tools, programs, systems, computers, database systems and their parts. 

3) NAR is a set of nouns that are used to refer to concrete things that 
are not in the artifact classes. Examples of this set are common nouns for rice, flowers 
and some products. 

4) ACT is a set of nouns that are used to refer to activities. Examples of 
this set are the common nouns that mean activities, processes and work. 

5) DAT is a set of nouns that are used to refer to data and information, 
including values, states and attributes of something. Examples of this set are common 
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nouns for the age of a person, telephone number, the number of pages in this thesis, 
information, signals, results, reports, characteristics, features, and qualities. 

6) TEC is a set of nouns that are used to refer to technology and 
knowledge. Examples of this set are the common nouns that mean principles, policy, 
methods, models, rules, research and fields of knowledge. 

7) ABT is a set of nouns that are used to refer to abstract things that are 
not in the other noun classes. Examples of this set are common nouns like phenomenon, 
event and relation. 
 

word   DAT 
IF  word    PR  OR word = “หนวยงาน”, “องคกร”, “โครงการ”, “คณะ”, “เจาหนาท่ี”, “บริษัท”, 
“รัฐ” OR  first substring  = “ผู”, “นัก”, “หนวย”, “ภาค” 

THEN  word    PER 
ElSE IF word = “ซอฟตแวร”, “โปรแกรม”, “ระบบ”, “คอมพิวเตอร”, “อุปกรณ”, “ฐานขอมูล” 

THEN word    ART 
ElSE IF first substring = “การ”, “งาน” 
THEN word    ACT 
ELSE IF word  =  “ขอมลู”, “สัญญาณ”, “รหัส”, “ความถ่ี”, “ภาพ”  
THEN  word   DAT 
ElSE IF  word  = ““วิธ”ี, “หลักการ”, “นโยบาย”, “กฎ”, “โครงสราง” 
THEN word   TEC 
ElSE IF  first substring  = “ความ”  OR  word =  “ปรากฏการณ” 
THEN word   ABT 
ELSE  To compare with database 
END IF 

Figure 4.13: Rules for noun classification. 

The prepositional phrases are classified into five classes by the 
beginning words of phrases: Location or Place, Coordination, Purpose, Means, and 
Source or Destination.  Rules for classification of the prepositions are shown in Figure 
4.14. 

1) Location or Place is the set of prepositions introducing phrases that 
specify positions or places, i.e., they appear at the beginning of nouns that refer to 
locations or places. Examples of this set are “ใน/nai/”, “ท่ี/thi/”, “บน/bon/”. 

2) Coordination is the set of prepositions discovering that there is a 
connection to the following noun. Examples of this set are ”กับ/kap/”, “เขากับ/khaokap/”, 
“รวมกับ/ruamkap/”, “เกีย่วกับ/kiaokap/”, “รวมดวย/ruamduai/”. 
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3) Purpose is the set of prepositions of purpose.  One Example of this 
set is “สําหรับ/samrap/”. 

4) Mean is the set of prepositions of means. Examples of this set are 
“โดย/doi/”, “ดวย/duai/”, “ตาม/tam/”, “เฉพาะ/chapho/”. 

5) Source or Destination is the set of prepositions of direction that 
appear at the beginning of nouns that refer to sources or destinations.  Examples of this 
set are “จาก/chak/”, “ยัง/yang/”, “ให/hai/”, “สู/su/”. 
 

word   Mean 
IF word  = “ใน”, “ที”่, “บน”  
THEN word    Location 
ElSE IF word  =  “จาก”, “ให”, “สู”, “ยัง” 
THEN word    Source or Destination 
ElSE IF word  =  “สําหรับ” 
THEN word    Purpose 
ElSE IF  substring = “กับ”, “รวม” 
THEN word  Coordination 
ELSE IF word  =  “โดย”, “ดวย”, “ตาม”, “เฉพาะ”  
THEN  word  Means 
ELSE To compare with database 
END IF 

Figure 4.14: Rules for preposition classification. 

The set of adverb phrases is divided into four classes by beginning 
words of phrases that signify Manner, Cooperating or Separating, Time or Frequency, 
and Source or Destination.  Rules for classification of the adverb are shown in Figure 
4.15. 

1) Manner is the set of adverbs of manner. Examples of this set are 
classified into classes by words which are found in our data on SVCs. 

 The first word of adverb phrases of manner may be “ได/dai/”, 
such as “ไดมาก/daimak/”, “ไดดีมาก/daidimak/”. 

 The first word of adverb phrases of manner may be “ให/hai/”, 
such as “ใหถูกตอง/haithuktong/”, “ใหละเอียด/haila-iat/”, “ใหทันสมัย 
/thansamai/”. 

 The first word of adverb phrases of manner may be “เปน/ 
pen/”, such as “เปนหลัก/penlak/”. 
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 The first word of adverb phrases of manner may be the 
adverbial prefix (FIXV) such as “อยางกวางขวาง/yangkwangkhwang /” , 
“อยางอิสระ/yangitsara/”, “อยางแทจริง/yangthaeching/”), “ดวยด/ีduaidi/”, 
“โดยตรง/doitrong/”.  
2) Cooperating or Separating is the set of adverbs that refer to 

cooperating or separating. Examples of this set are “เขาดวยกนั/khaoduaikan/”, 
“รวมกัน/ruamkan/”, “ออก/ok/”, “ออกจากกัน/okchakkan/”. 

3) Time or Frequency is a set of adverbs of times and adverbs of 
frequency.  Examples of this set are “ตลอดเวลา/talotwela/”, “อยู/yu/”, “ในเวลา
เดียวกัน/naiweladiaokan/”, “ระยะส้ัน/rayasan/”, “อีกคร้ัง/ikkrang/”, “อีกทีหนึ่ง/ikthinueng/”, 
“บอย/boi/”, “คร้ังสุดทาย/khrangsutthai/”. 

4) Quantity is a set of adverbs of degree that refer to quantity.  
Examples of this set are “เร็วข้ึน/reokhuen/”, “ลงไดมาก/longdaimak/”, “มากกวา 10 
เทา/makkwa 10 thao/”, “ลงมา 10 เทา/longma 10 thao/”, “ใหมากข้ึน/haimakkhuen/”. 
 
word  Manner 
IF first substring  = “ได”, “ให”, “เปน” OR first substring    FIXV 
THEN  word  Manner 
ELSE IF substring  = “เวลา” , “อยู” , “บอย”  OR first substring  =  “อีก”, “ครั้ง”, “ระยะ” 
THEN word    Time or Frequency 
ElSE IF first substring  =  “เขา”, “รวม”, “ออก” 
THEN word    Cooperating or Separating 
ElSE IF substring  =  “ขึ้น” ,“ลง” OR  first substring  =  “มาก” “นอย” 
THEN word    Quantity 
ELSE To compare with database 
END IF 

Figure 4.15: Rules for adverb classification. 

4.3.4 Analysis by a Neural Network 
To analyze semantic binding patterns with a machine learning technique, 

all information from the pervious processes is analyzed by a neural network method. Our 
research uses the probabilistic neural network function called NEWPNN of MATLAB 
(MATLAB, 2008). The algorithms of NEWPNN are described in Figure 4.16.  
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%    NEWPNN creates a two layer network. The first layer has RADBAS 
%    neurons, and calculates its weighted inputs with DIST, and its net 
%    input with NETPROD.  The second layer has COMPET neurons, and 
%    calculates its weighted input with DOTPROD and its net inputs with 
%    NETSUM. Only the first layer has biases. 
% 
%    NEWPNN sets the first layer weights to P', and the first 
%    layer biases are all set to 0.8326/SPREAD resulting in 
%    radial basis functions that cross 0.5 at weighted inputs 
%    of +/- SPREAD. The second layer weights W2 are set to T. 
 
load ‘Training data’; 
load ‘Target data’; 
input = ‘Training data’; 
Tc = ‘Target data’; 
T = ind2vec(Tc); 
spread =1; 
net = newpnn(input,T,spread); 
Y = sim(net,input); 
Yc = vec2ind(Y); 
Test = sim(net, ‘Test data’); 
‘Answer data’ = vec2ind(Test); 

Figure 4.16: Algorithms of NEWPNN (MATLAB, 2008). 

With regarding to Figure 4.16, there are two layers of the probabilistic 
neural networks in this research. When an input is presented, the first layer computes 
distances from the input vector to the training input vectors and produces a vector 
whose elements indicate how close the input is to a training input. The second layer 
sums these contributions for each class of inputs to produce as its net output a vector of 
probabilities. Finally, the complete transfer function on the output of the second layer 
picks the maximum of these probabilities. 

The semantic binding patterns can discover the patterns of two 
consecutive SVCs. The examples of information are the syntactic features of words in 
sentences, e.g. part of speech of words, roles in sentences, and structures of 
sentences, e.g. SVO. Classes of words that are related to SVCs, such as nouns in noun 
phrases, prepositions in prepositional phrases, and adverbs in adverb phrases are 
features used to learn semantic interpretation of SVCs. The details of the semantic 
binding patterns are described in the next section. 
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4.4 Semantic Binding Patterns of SVCs and Semantic Interpretations 

Semantic binding patterns in this research are produced by the binding 
analysis. This analysis is separated into three parts. The first part is to classify semantic 
binding patterns based on only syntactic structures and relationship analysis. The 
patterns present each phrase which is connected with SVCs.  The second part and the 
third part are to classify semantic interpretations and some meaning of semantic binding 
patterns based on all features including syntactic structures, relations from relationship 
analysis and surrounding word classes.  The semantic binding patters are shown in 
Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 that are patterns of SVCs for verbs in main clauses and for 
verbs in clauses, respectively. 

 
Figure 4.17: Semantic binding patterns in main clauses. 
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Figure 4.18: Semantic binding patterns in clauses. 

According to Figure 4.17, one example of semantic binding patterns is 
“Subject[NP], Verb[SV], Object[NP]” means that the action is expressed by a SVC and 
the subject is an agent of this action while the object is a patient of this action.  The 
subject is also an instrument of this action in some sentences. Figure 4.19 shows some 
meaning of semantic binding patterns. For example, the prepositional phrase and the 
adverb phrase, that are in the pattern “Subject[NP], Verb[SV], Modifyv1[PP]” and the 
pattern “Subject[NP], Verb[SV], Modifyv2[ADVP]”, can express some meaning of the 
action. For example, the Modifyv1 expresses the location of this action and the Modifyv2 
express the time or the frequency of this action. All meanings established for semantic 
binding patterns are shown in Appendix D. 
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Figure 4.19: Examples of meanings of semantic binding patterns. 

The semantic interpretations in this research are classified into two 
groups: “Purpose”, and “Complement”. This classification is based on functions of serial 
verbs, types of serial verbs and the semantics from (Thepkanjana, 1986, Muansuwan, 
2002 and Sudmuk, 2005). The purpose group means that the second verb in two 
consecutive SVCs indicates purposive action of the first verb. The complement group 
means that the second verb of two consecutive SVCs is complement of the first verb. 
The action of SVCs in the purpose group can be represented by combination of both 
two action verbs in two consecutive SVCs because two verbs have equal status. On the 
other hand, the action of SVCs in a complement group can be completed by action of 
the second verb in two consecutive SVCs. 

The examples of Thai two consecutive SVCs in the purpose group are 
“ใชออกแบบ/chai ok-baep/” and “เลือกเลน/leuaklen/”. The examples of Thai two 
consecutive SVCs in the complement group are “ตองการควบคุม/tongkarn khuapkhum/” 
and “พยายามหา/phayayam ha/”. Some Thai two consecutive SVCs and their 
interpretations are shown in Appendix E.2. 
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4.5 Creation of a Lexical Database 

The information about serial verbs and the information about the 
argument patterns of serial verbs from syntactic analysis and semantic analysis is very 
useful for generating a lexicon of serial verbs. The specifications of serial verbs in our 
lexicon are be composed of the category, the patterns of serial verbs, and the semantic 
interpretation. Tag definitions of a designed serial verb lexicon are based on information 
of words from (TCLLEX, 2005) and (LEXITRON, 2005). The patterns of serial verbs and 
the semantic interpretation will be produced by our method of analysis. An example of 
an entry in the lexicon that we designed is shown in Figure 4.20. 
 

<item id="1"> 
<wd> 
    <th>ใชออกแบบ</th> 
    <en></en> 
</wd> 
<syn> 
    <cat>v.</cat> 
    <scat>vact. vact.</scat> 
    <vp1>sub+v+obj+advb</vp1> 
</syn> 
<sem> 
    <intpt>purpose</intpt> 
    <rel1>sub+obj+mdfv2 
    <agt>sub</agt> 
    <pat>dob</pat> 
    <ins>sub</ins> 
    <manner>mdfv2</manner> 
    </rel1> 
    <rel2>sub+PREL 
    <agt>sub</agt> 
    </rel2> 
 </sem> 
</item> 

Figure 4.20: An example of an entry in the designed lexicon. 
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Referring to Figure 4.20, the definitions of each tag in generated lexicon 
are described in Table 4.2. The detail information of two consecutive Thai serial verbs, 
which are collected in designed lexicon, is based on the information of SVCs that found 
in the ORCHID corpus. Sentences with two consecutive SVCs are analyzed by 
algorithms in the proposed semantic analysis framework to generate valuable 
information of two consecutive SVCs, such as syntactic verb patterns, semantic binding 
patterns, and semantic interpretations. All tag definitions are shown in Appendix E.3. 
 

Table 4.2: Tag definitions in designed Thai consecutive SVCs lexicon. 

Tag Definition 
<item></item> No. of words 
<wd></wd> Word 
<syn></syn> Syntactic pattern 
<cat></cat> Word’s category 
<scat></scat> Particle word’s category 
<vp></vp> Syntactic verb pattern 
<sem></sem> Semantic pattern 
<intpt></intpt> Semantic Interpretation 
<rel></rel> Relation pattern 
<agt></agt> Agent of action 
<pat></pat> Patient of action 
<ins></ins> Instrument of action 
<manner></manner> Adverb of manner 
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CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

This chapter presents the experimental setting and results. In this 
research, the experiment was separated into two main parts based on the syntactic 
analysis and the semantic analysis.  

5.1 Data Set 

Our experiments have been conducted on an important Thai corpus That 
are ORCHID (ORCHID,2003). All sentences with two consecutive SVCs are gathered 
from the ORCHID corpus. The goal of the ORCHID initiative is building linguistic 
resources to support research in natural language processing. The ORCHID corpus is a 
collection of annual reports and research proposals produced by different universities 
and research organizations in Thailand.  The scope of this research is to analyze only 
two consecutive serial verbs  having as  first element one of  the top ten most frequent 
serial verbs in the ORCHID corpus. The list of first verbs contains  “ใช/chai/(use)”, “ทํา
หนาท่ี/thamnati/(perform, do duty)”, “ตองการ/tongkan/(want)”, “ชวย/chuy/(help)”, “ทดลอง/
thot-long/(test,try)”, “ไป/pai/(go)”, “ดําเนินการ/ dam-noen-kan /(manage, perform)”, 
“พยายาม/pha-ya-yam/(try)”, “มา/ma/(come)”, “เลือก/lueak/(select)”.  In ORCHID, there are 
262 sentences that have SVCs with two consecutive serial verbs occurring as verbs in 
the main clause of sentence.  Additionally, there are also 124 sentences that SVCs with 
two consecutive serial verbs occurring as verbs in subordinate clauses of sentences. 
Therefore, the total number of sentences with SVCs is 386 sentences.  This data set is 
analyzed to discovery the semantic binding patterns and semantic interpretations of two 
consecutive Thai SVCs. Furthermore, the data set from the ORCHID corpus are 
separated into training sets and test sets to test the performance of methods in the 
proposed frameworks. 

In order to confirm the semantic binding patterns and semantic 
interpretations, an unseen data set which are not found in the ORCHID corpus is 
applied. This Thai corpus is provided by Department of Linguistics, Chulalongkorn 
University (http://www.arts.chula.ac.th/~ling/ThaiConc/). There are 144 sentences that 

http://www.arts.chula.ac.th/%7Eling/ThaiConc/
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are used as serial verbs. Within these 114 sentences, there are 110 sentences that have 
two consecutive SVCs are found as verbs in the main clause of sentences. Additionally, 
there are also 34 sentences that have two consecutive SVCs are found as verbs in 
subordinate clauses of sentences. 

5.2 Experiments in Syntactic Analysis 

The segmentation was processed automatically by SWATH (SWATH, 
2003) which is a word segmentation program. The phrase structure trees of sentences 
are formed by parsing with the proposed phrase structure grammar rules. All 386 
sentences in the corpus can be segmented by SWATH with designed correcting rules 
and parsed by proposed Thai grammar rules.  Examples of the results of the 
segmentation and syntactic analysis processes are described below. 

Examples of sentences are: 
(a) “โครงการวิจัยไดเลือกใชเคร่ืองไมโครคอมพิวเตอรเปนหลัก /khrongkan–wichai-

dai-lueakchai-khrueangmaikhrokhomphiotoe-penlak/ (The research project selected 
mainly to use microcomputers.)” 

(b) “ซอฟทแวรNECTEC II สามารถใชออกแบบวงจรรวมไดจริง /sopwae-NECTEC II-
samat-chaiokbaep-wongchonruam-daiching/ (The software can be used to design an 
integrated circuit practically.)” 

(c) “คณะกรรมการนโยบายทําหนาท่ีกําหนดนโยบายตลอดจนกํากับการดําเนินงาน 
/khana-kammakan-nayobai-thamnathikamnot-nayobai-talotchon-kamkap-
kanddamnoenngan/ (Policy Committees act to define policies and oversee processes.)” 

Examples of the results of segmentation under correcting rules are 
shown below in Figure 5.1. 

(a) โครงการวิจัย/NCMN, ได/XVAM, เลือก/VACT, ใช/VACT, เคร่ืองไมโครคอมพิวเตอร 
/NCMN, เปน/FIXV, หลัก/VSTA 

(b) ซอฟทแวร/NCMN, NECTECII/NPRP, สามารถ/XVAM, ใช/VACT, ออกแบบ 
/VACT, วงจรรวม/NCMN, ได/XVAE, จริง/ADVN 

(c) คณะ/NCMN, กรรมการนโยบาย/NCMN, ทําหนาท่ี/VACT, กําหนด/VACT, นโยบาย 
/NCMN, ตลอดจน/JCRG, กํากับ/VACT, การ/FIXN, ดําเนินงาน/VACT 
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โครงการวิจยั@NCMN,ได@XVAM,เลือก@VACT,ใช@VACT,เครือ่งไมโครคอมพวิเตอร
@NCMN,เปน@VSTA,หลัก@VSTA, 
ซอฟทแวร@NCMN,NECTECII@NCMN,สามารถ@XVAM,ใช@VACT,ออกแบบ@VACT,
วงจรรวม@NCMN,ได@XVAE,จริง@ADVN, 
คณะ@NCMN,กรรมการนโยบาย@NCMN,ทําหนาท่ี@VACT,กําหนด@VACT,นโยบาย
@NCMN,ตลอดจน@JCRG,กํากับ@VACT,การ@FIXN,ดําเนินงาน@VACT, 

Figure 5.1: The results of segmentation. 

Examples of the results of syntactic analysis and phrase structure 
analysis are shown in Figures 5.2 (a) and 5.2 (c). The phrase structure trees of those 
sentences from the parser tool are shown in Figures 5.3 (a) and 5.3 (c) (Parsing analysis 
is based on the phrase structure grammar proposed in Section 4.2 of Chapter IV). 

 
Figure 5.2 (a): The result of syntactic analysis and phrase structure analysis. 
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Figure 5.2 (b): The result of syntactic analysis and phrase structure analysis. 

 

 
Figure 5.2 (c): The result of syntactic analysis and phrase structure analysis. 
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Figure 5.3 (a): The PST. 

Figure 5.3 (b): The PST. 
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Figure 5.3 (c): The PST. 

With regards to Figure 5.3, the phrase structures describe the sentence 
structures and the order of phrases in the sentences below. 

(a) The sentence structure is subject-verb-object-adverbial and the sequential 
phrase is <NP, VP, NP, ADVP>. 

(b) The sentence structure is subject-verb-object-adverbial and the sequential 
phrase is <NP, VP, NP, ADVP>. 

(c) The sentence structure is subject-verb-object-adverbial and the sequential 
phrase is <NP, VP, NP, CL_ORD>. 
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5.3 Experiments in Semantic Analysis 

Sentence structures from phrase structure trees are analyzed to find 
syntactic patterns of SVCs and relations in the sentence by relation analysis theorems 
(relationship analysis algorithm in Figure 4.8). Then, the head words or the keywords of 
phrases that relate to SVCs are defined as classes by rules. All information from 
previous processes are defined as features of each two consecutive SVCs to learn 
patterns in the semantic analysis process. 

After obtaining syntactic patterns of SVCs, relations and surrounding 
word classes, this information provides features to analyze semantic binding patterns of 
SVCs, semantic interpretations, and some meaning of semantic binding patterns. The 
probabilistic neural networks (MATLAB, 2008) have been used to classify patterns of 
SVCs automatically based on defined features. The details of the defined features and 
the classification process are described in Experiment I, Experiment II and Experiment 
III respectively. The first experiment that we conducted was designed to study on 
semantic binding patterns of SVCs. The second experiment tests on semantic 
interpretations. The last experiment tries to learn the meanings of some semantic 
binding patterns of SVCs. 

5.3.1 Experiment I 

Experiment I is set to classify semantic binding patterns in sentences 
that are connected to two consecutive SVCs. Each sentence structure and relation in 
sentences will be used to determine the set of features to learn the binding patterns. The 
binding patterns of verbs in main clause of sentences are classified into 19 patterns 
(Figure 4.17); in addition, the binding patterns of verbs in subordinate clauses are 
classified into 14 patterns (Figure 4.18). All data items are separated into three folds.  
One fold was used to test the data sets, as well as the remaining two folds were used as 
the training data sets. Moreover, this experiment is tested for sentences which are not 
found in the ORCHID corpus. There are 144 sentences in another Thai corpus provided 
by Department of Linguistics, Chulalongkorn University. These sentences from unseen 
documents used as the test data sets for the three existing training data sets. 
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In this experiment, the defined features are sentence structures and 
relations in sentences. Some examples of features are the relations “Subject” and 
“Object” (the grammatical roles of noun phrases in the sentences occurring before and 
after SVCs). Other examples of features are the relations “Modifyv1” and “Modifyv2” 
which signify a prepositional phrase and an adverb phrase following an SVC. The 
feature set is generated only from related relations that connect to SVCs, so the 
examples of unselected relations are “Modifyn1” and “Modifyn2”. Both relations are 
expressed as relative clause in sentences that occur after noun phrases and the roles of 
relative clauses which modify nouns or noun phrases that are the subjects and the 
objects of sentences. 

The input of classification is the vector of all features of each sentence 
and the output is the semantic binding patterns given by the probabilistic neural 
networks. The performance of the method in Experiment I was measured as accuracy 
rates by applying the following formula. The results of Experiment I are shown in Table 
5.1. 
 

)1(100
sentences all ofnumber Total

SVCs of patterns bindingcorrect  with sentences ofnumber  Total
Accuracy
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Table 5.1 (a): Results of Experiment I. 

Data Set Fold 
SVCs’ Roles 

Number of All 
Sentences 

Test: 1st 
Training: 2nd + 3rd 

Test: 2nd 
Training: 1st + 3rd 

Test: 3rd 
Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Accuracy 

Verbs in Main Clauses 262 98.85% 98.85% 100.00% 99.23% 
Verbs in Sub Clauses 124 97.56% 97.56% 97.62% 97.58% 

 

Table 5.1 (b): Results of Experiment I. 

Data Set Fold 
SVCs’ Roles 

Number of 
Unseen 

Sentences 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 2nd + 3rd 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 1st + 3rd 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Accuracy 

Verbs in Main Clauses  110 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Verbs in Sub Clauses 34 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

 

 

  

 



 

According to Table 5.1 (a), the accuracy of corrected binding patterns is
early 100% because binding patterns of two consecutive SVCs can be classified by 

hat the pattern was found in the test data 
only. In Table 5.1 (b), to test for unseen data, the accuracy of corrected binding patterns 
is 100% because all patterns of unseen sentences were found in ORCHID corpus. 
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The performance of the method in Experiment II was also divided into 
two evaluations. The first evaluation was computed as accuracy rates by applying 
formula(2), and the second evaluation was computed as precision rates by applying 
formula(3) and formula(4) respectively. 
 

)2(100
sentences all ofnumber Total

tionsinterpreta oftion classificacorrect    with sentences ofnumber  Total
Accuracy

  

)3(100
tioninterpreta  this toclassified SVCs  with sentences  ofnumber  Total

tioninterpreta  this toclassified SVCscorrect   with sentences  ofnumber  Total
Precision

 

)4(100
tioninterpreta in this SVCs  with sentences  ofnumber  Total

tioninterpreta  this toclassified SVCscorrect   with sentences  ofnumber  Total
Recall

 

The results of Experiment II, which was evaluated by the accuracy rates, 
are shown in Table 5.2. The results of Experiment II, which was evaluated by the 
precision rates of the purpose group and the complement group, are shown in Tables 
5.3 and 5.4 respectively.  
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Data Set Fold 
SVCs’ Roles 

Number of All 
Sentences 

Test: 1st 
Training: 2nd + 3rd 

Test: 2nd 
Training: 1st + 3rd 

Test: 3rd 
Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Accuracy 

Sentence structures + Relations + 
Word classes  

386 61.24% 63.5% 71.88% 65.54% 

Sentence structures + Relations  + 
Word classes + First verb 

386 86.82% 82.94% 82.81% 84.19% 

Data Set Fold 
SVCs’ Roles 

Number of 
Unseen 

Sentences 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 2nd + 3rd 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 1st + 3rd 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Accuracy 

Sentence structures + Relations + 
Word classes  

144 65.28% 61.11% 63.89% 63.43% 

Sentence structures + Relations  + 
Word classes + First verb   

144 83.33% 79.17% 84.72% 84.41% 
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Table 5.2 (a): Results of Experiment II in terms of accuracy rates. 

 

Table 5.2 (b): Results of Experiment II in terms of accuracy rates. 
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Table 5.3 (a): Results of Experiment II in terms of precision rates of “Purpose”. 

Data Set Fold 
SVCs’ Roles 

Number of All 
Sentences 

Test: 1st 
Training: 2nd + 3rd 

Test: 2nd 
Training: 1st + 3rd 

Test: 3rd 
Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Precision 

Sentence structures + Relations + 
Word classes  

386 59.57% 61.76% 73.81% 65.05% 

Sentence structures + Relations  + 
Word classes + First verb 

386 90.38% 88.37% 90.48% 89.74% 

 

Table 5.3 (b): Results of Experiment II in terms of precision rates of “Purpose”. 

Data Set Fold 
SVCs’ Roles 

Number of 
Unseen 

Sentences 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 2nd + 3rd 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 1st + 3rd 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Precision 

Sentence structures + Relations + 
Word classes  

144 45.45% 42.03% 43.86% 43.78% 

Sentence structures + Relations  + 
Word classes + First verb   

144 71.43% 62.50% 72.73% 68.89% 

73
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Table 5.4 (a): Results of Experiment II in terms of recall rates of “Purpose”. 

Data Set Fold 
SVCs’ Roles 

Number of All 
Sentences 

Test: 1st 
Training: 2nd + 3rd 

Test: 2nd 
Training: 1st + 3rd 

Test: 3rd 
Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Recall 

Sentence structures + Relations + 
Word classes  

386 52.54% 61.82% 55.36% 56.57% 

Sentence structures + Relations  + 
Word classes + First verb 

386 79.66% 72.73% 71.43% 74.60% 

 

Table 5.4 (b): Results of Experiment II in terms of recall rates of “Purpose”. 

Data Set Fold 
SVCs’ Roles 

Number of 
Unseen 

Sentences 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 2nd + 3rd 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 1st + 3rd 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Recall 

Sentence structures + Relations + 
Word classes  

144 52.38% 61.90% 52.39% 55.56% 

Sentence structures + Relations  + 
Word classes + First verb   

144 71.43% 71.43% 76.19% 73.02% 
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Table 5.5 (a): Results of Experiment II in terms of precision rates of “Complement”. 

Data Set Fold 
SVCs’ Roles 

Number of All 
Sentences 

Test: 1st 
Training: 2nd + 3rd 

Test: 2nd 
Training: 1st + 3rd 

Test: 3rd 
Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Precision 

Sentence structures + Relations + 
Word classes  

386 62.20% 64.21% 70.93% 65.78% 

Sentence structures + Relations  + 
Word classes + First verb 

386 84.42% 80.23% 79.07% 81.24% 

 

Table 5.5 (b): Results of Experiment II in terms of precision rates of “Complement”. 

Data Set Fold 
SVCs’ Roles 

Number of 
Unseen 

Sentences 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 2nd + 3rd 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 1st + 3rd 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Precision 

Sentence structures + Relations + 
Word classes  

144 78.26% 79.49% 77.78% 78.51% 

Sentence structures + Relations  + 
Word classes + First verb   

144 88.24% 87.50% 90.00% 88.58% 
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Table 5.6(a): Results of Experiment II in terms of recall rates of “Complement”. 

Data Set Fold 
SVCs’ Roles 

Number of All 
Sentences 

Test: 1st 
Training: 2nd + 3rd 

Test: 2nd 
Training: 1st + 3rd 

Test: 3rd 
Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Recall 

Sentence structures + Relations + 
Word classes  

386 72.86% 82.43% 84.72% 80.00% 

Sentence structures + Relations  + 
Word classes + First verb 

386 92.86% 93.24% 94.44% 93.51% 

 

Table 5.6(b): Results of Experiment II in terms of recall rates of “Complement”. 

Data Set Fold 
SVCs’ Roles 

Number of 
Unseen 

Sentences 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 2nd + 3rd 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 1st + 3rd 
Test: Unseen 

Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Recall 

Sentence structures + Relations + 
Word classes  

144 70.59% 60.78% 68.63% 66.67% 

Sentence structures + Relations  + 
Word classes + First verb   

144 88.24% 82.35% 88.24% 86.27% 
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The accuracy rates in Tables 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show that the average 
accuracy of classifying semantic interpretations by the second feature set is about 80%, 
while the average accuracy of using the first feature set is only 60%.  This means that 
the second feature set can determine semantic interpretations better than that of the first 
feature set.  Like the accuracy rate, the precision rates of classifying both semantic 
interpretations by the second feature set are more than 80%, as shown in Tables 5.3 
and 5.5.  Those results show that both semantic interpretations of two consecutive SVCs 
in this corpus can be determined by the sentence structures, relations, surrounding 
word classes, and the first verb of two consecutive SVCs.  Furthermore, the recall rates 
of classifying both semantic interpretations are shown in Tables 5.4 and 5.6, 
respectively. 

5.3.3 Experiment III 

Experiment III was designed to discover the meanings of semantic 
binding patterns in sentences.  Since there are such a large number of different 
meanings when open class verbs are included, we chose to handle only some important 
meanings that can be obviously classified using our selected features.  These meaning 
are described as follows: 

1) The subject of an SVC can be called as an INSTRUMENT of an 
action in some patterns. For example, the pattern “Subject[NP], Verb[SV], Object[NP]” 
can express the semantic roles “Agent[subject], Action[SV], Patient[object], 
Instrument[subject]”.  

2) When the SVC expresses an action and its subject is the agent of 
that action, the subject  is most often a noun in the PERSON class. For example, the 
pattern “Subject[NP], Verb[SV], Object[NP]” means “Agent[subject(person)], 
Action[SV], Patient[object]”. 

3) The various meanings of constructions Modifyv1[PP] can be 
classified into two groups of PREPOSITION. In the first group the preposition phrase is  
“Location or Place”, and “Source or Destination”. In the second group the preposition 
phrase expresses “Coordination”, “Purpose”, and “Means”. 
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4) The various meanings of Modifyv2[ADVP] can be classified into two 
groups of ADVERB. In the first group the adverbial phrase is an adverb of “Manner”, and 
“Quantity”. In the second group is “Time & Frequency”, and “Cooperating & Separating” 

5) The subject of an SVC in a subordinate clause is typically the patient 
in a relative clause, called as PASSIVE. For example, the pattern “Subject[NP], 
Verb[SV], Modify2[ADVP]” can mean “Agent[-], Action[SV], Patient[subject], 
Manner[Modify2]”. 

In this experiment, the feature set is composed of sentence structures, 
relations and surrounding word classes as in Experiment II. All data items are separated 
into three folds. One fold was used as the test data set, as well as the remaining two 
folds were used as the training data sets. The performance of the method in Experiment 
III was evaluated in two different ways. The first evaluation measured the accuracy rate; 
and the second evaluation measured the precision rate.  Different formulas were used to 
evaluate each meaning as follows: 
 

1) The accuracy rate and the precision rate of the classification of 
INSTRUMENT. 

)5(100
sentences all ofnumber Total

sinstrument  oftion identificacorrect      with  sentences ofnumber  Total
Accuracy  

 

)6(100
sinstrument identified with   sentences ofnumber  Total

sinstrumentcorrect     with  sentences  ofnumber  Total
Precision  

 

)7(100
sinstrument with  sentences ofnumber  Total

sinstrumentcorrect     with  sentences  ofnumber  Total
Recall  

 
2) The accuracy rate and the precision rate of the classification of 

PERSON. 

)8(100
sentences all ofnumber Total

persons  oftion identificacorrect      with  sentences ofnumber  Total
Accuracy  

 

)9(100
persons  identified  with   sentences  ofnumber  Total

personscorrect    with sentences  ofnumber  Total
Precision  

 

)10(100
persons  with  sentences  ofnumber  Total

personscorrect     with  sentences  ofnumber  Total
Recall  
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3) The accuracy rate and the precision rate of PREPOSITION 
classification. 

)11(100
sentences all ofnumber Total

nsprepositio  oftion identificacorrect      with  sentences ofnumber  Total
Accuracy

 

)12(100
nsprepositio  identified  with   sentences  ofnumber  Total

nsprepositiocorrect   with sentences  ofnumber  Total
Precision  

 

)13(100
nsprepositio  with  sentences  ofnumber  Total

nsprepositiocorrect    with  sentences  ofnumber  Total
Recall  

 
4) The accuracy rate and the precision rate of ADVERB classification. 

)14(100
sentences all ofnumber Total
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5) The accuracy rate and the precision rate of PASSIVE classification. 
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The results of Experiment III for the evaluation using accuracy rates are 
shown in Table 5.7. Additionally, the results of Experiment III, which are evaluated by the 
precision rates, are shown in Table 5.8 and with the recall rates are shown in Table 5.9. 

According to Tables 5.7 and 5.8, it has shown that the average accuracy 
and the average precision of classifying interesting semantic binding meaning are more 
than 80% and 70%, respectively. In addition, the average recall rate is 100% as in Table 
5.9. These means that this feature set can determine the interesting semantic binding 
meaning effectively.  



Data Set Fold 
Meaning 

Number of All 
Sentences 

Number of Interesting 
Meaning Sentences Test: 1st 

Training: 2nd + 3rd 
Test: 2nd 

Training: 1st + 3rd 
Test: 3rd 

Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Accuracy 

INSTRUMENT 386 117 81.40% 89.92% 90.63% 87.32% 
PERSON 386 19 78.29% 86.82% 88.28% 84.46% 
PREPOSITION 386 57 94.57% 97.67% 96.09% 96.11% 
ADVERB 386 58 95.34% 96.12% 95.31% 95.60% 
PASSIVE 124 57 93.48% 86.96% 89.13% 89.86% 

Data Set Fold 
Meaning 

Number of All 
Sentences 

Number of Interesting 
Meaning Sentences Test: 1st 

Training: 2nd + 3rd 
Test: 2nd 

Training: 1st + 3rd 
Test: 3rd 

Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Precision 

INSTRUMENT 386 117 62.90% 75.47% 76.92% 71.76% 
PERSON 386 19 87.50% 83.33% 87.50% 86.11% 
PREPOSITION 386 57 72.00% 87.50% 78.26% 79.25% 
ADVERB 386 58 76.00% 80.00% 76.00% 77.30% 
PASSIVE 124 57 86.36% 76.00% 89.17% 80.51% 

80
 80 

Table 5.7: Results of Experiment II in terms of accuracy rates. 

Table 5.8: Results of Experiment II in terms of precision rates. 
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Table 5.9: Results of Experiment II in terms of recall rates. 

Data Set Fold 
Meaning 

Number of All 
Sentences 

Number of Interesting 
Meaning Sentences Test: 1st 

Training: 2nd + 3rd 
Test: 2nd 

Training: 1st + 3rd 
Test: 3rd 

Training: 1st + 2nd 

Average 
Recall 

INSTRUMENT 386 117 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
PERSON 386 19 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
PREPOSITION 386 57 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
ADVERB 386 58 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
PASSIVE 124 57 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

 

81
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5.4 Discussion 

SVCs are composed of more than one verb and there are various 
patterns of SVCs. So, to understand the meaning of SVCs is much complicated than the 
understanding single verbs.  Thus, syntactic analysis and semantic analysis of SVCs are 
actually helpful to find the meaning of SVCs which, in turn, help understanding the 
natural language statements.  The results of this research have shown that finding the 
syntactic patterns and analyzing related words of SVCs can both extract useful 
information for the analysis of the semantics of SVCs. 

According to the syntactic analysis process, SVCs are the verbs in the 
main sentences or sometimes they are verbs of the clauses in the sentences. There are 
various syntactic patterns of SVCs, not only in the main clauses, but also in the 
subordinate clauses. In the linguistics researches (Thepkanjana, 1986) and (Sudmuk, 
2005), SVCs are separated into an independent components, or called as a single 
particle, before performing semantic and syntactic analysis. However, this method 
leaves some gaps in the interpretation of words since the meaning also depends on 
locations of a word and its surroundings.  Therefore, this research considers one SVC as 
one object although this object is composed of many words. Thus, the syntax of SVCs is 
clearly defined.  So, the syntactic patterns can be easily derived from the proposed 
grammars. 

With regards to experiments on semantic analysis, the relationships 
between related words and SVCs can be found by the relation analysis theorem 
(Appendix C). Note that these relations have never been proposed by any other 
researchers as far as we know. Thus, the semantic binding patterns of the SVCs are well 
analyzed by the syntactic patterns and the relations of related words of SVCs. The 
relation analysis theorem found that the surrounding words, such as nouns, prepositions 
or adverbs are related to SVCs and can be used to represent the semantics of SVCs.  
Experiment I shows that all information from previous analysis can learn automatically for 
semantic bindings patterns of SVCs. Additionally, it indicates that each syntactic pattern 
and related words can be transformed into semantic binding patterns using rules. 
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Therefore, these methods can be applied to other languages in the SVO language 
family. 

Experiment II shows that with only the information about syntactic 
patterns and related words we cannot determine the correct semantic interpretation as 
well because there are various patterns in each semantic interpretation.  However, the 
semantic interpretation can be learned automatically after we acquire information about 
syntactic patterns, related words and the first verb in series.  

The results ofExperiment III indicates that some specific meaning of 
semantic binding patterns can be recognized by syntactic patterns and related words. 
For the examples, the subject of SVCs “ใชสอน/chaison/” is the word “ซอฟตแวร/sopwae/” 
that is a noun in the artifact class, so subjects can be agents and instruments of SVCs. 
Moreover, the most frequent subjects of some SVCs are nouns in the person class, such 
as “ดําเนินการสนับสนนุ/damnoenkan-sanapsanun/”, “พยายามศึกษา/phayayam-sueksa /”. 
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 CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 

This chapter provides a summary of the research and some constraints. 
Some directions for future work are described at the end of this chapter. 

6.1 Conclusion 

This research presents a semantic analysis framework of two 
consecutive Thai serial verbs. Our framework is separated into two parts: methods for 
syntactic analysis of sentences, and methods for semantic analysis of serial verbs. The 
syntactic analysis output by the syntactic analysis of sentence module produces 
syntactic patterns of SVCs, while the results of the semantic analysis module are 
semantic binding patterns of SVCs, the meaning of those semantic binding patterns and 
the semantic interpretations. 

Method for syntactic analysis of sentences analyzes the syntactic 
information using a Thai segmentation tool and a Thai grammar. The grammar rules and 
the parser are used to parse sentences and to produce syntactic representations of 
sentences. The syntactic patterns of SVCs and the word information from syntactic 
analysis provided essential information for analyzing semantics. 

According to methods for semantic analysis of serial verbs, the semantic 
binding patterns of SVCs, the semantic interpretations, and the meaning of semantic 
binding patterns are defined by analyzing sentence structures, relations in sentences 
and surrounding word classes. Moreover, the probabilistic neural network is applied to 
classify semantics and patterns automatically. 

Finally, all information about two consecutive Thai serial verbs, e.g. 
patterns of serial verbs and the associated semantic interpretation are collected to 
create our new lexicon. The lexicon provides basic information of serial verbs for other 
researchers in the future. 
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6.2 Future Work 

Our research thus far has studied only those two consecutive serial 
verbs whose first element is in the top ten most frequent serial verbs in the ORCHID 
corpus. Since there are various SVCs in real Thai texts, these methods should be tested 
on other consecutive SVCs in order to increase reliability of the algorithms. 

This research, however, can be applied on raw data with no tags of 
separated words, parts of speech and tags of individual phrases. So, it is much 
complicated to segment words and to parse the sentence structure. There is also no 
lexicon including useful information for semantic analysis. Therefore, the semantic 
analysis cannot be immediately concentrated to analyze actual semantics. In the future 
work, the semantic analysis should analyze data with functional tags, such as phrase 
tags, relation tags, and word class tags. When this input is combined with tagged data 
then the meaning of SVCs can be discovered by a fully automatic system. 
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APPENDIX B 
THAI PARTS OF SPEECH 

B.1 Thai Parts of Speech (ORCHID, 2003) 
 
NOUN: A word that is used to refer to people, animals, places, things or 

abstractions. 
PRONOUN: A word that may replace a noun or noun phrase. 
VERB: A word that occurs as part of the predicate of a sentence, or that refers to 

an action, state or attribute. 
AUXILIARY: A word that is used with a verb of a sentence indicating a 

grammatical function such as aspect, voice, mood or tense. An auxiliary has a rather 
fixed position relating to the verb of the sentence. 

DETERMINER: A word that is used with a noun restricting the meaning of the 
noun in some way. 

ADVERB: A word that describes or modifies the meaning of a verb, another 
adverb or a sentence. 

CLASSIFIER: A word that is used with a noun showing the subclass to which a 
noun belongs. It was originally used to express the units of a noun in counting. The 
classifier category is subcategorized into 5 subcategories. 

CONJUNCTION: A word that joins words, phrases, or clauses together. The 
conjunction category is subcategorized into 3 subcategories. 

PREPOSITION: A word that is used preceding a noun or a pronoun to link it 
grammatically to other words or phrases. 

INTERJECTION: A word that indicates an emotional state or attitude such as 
delight, surprise, shock, and disgust, but has no referential meaning. 

PREFIX: A word that is added to the beginning of a word changing the meaning 
or function of the word.  
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SENTENCE PARTICLE: Ending for affirmative sentence (EAFF):- A word that is 
added to the end of a sentence to indicate the mood of an utterance, such as 
affirmation, interrogation, imperative, persuasion, threat and so on. Ending for 
interrogative sentence particle (EITT):- A word which is added to the end of a sentence 
to indicate the mood of interrogative, and yes-no question. 

NEGATOR: A word that is used to negate a sentence. 
PUNCTUATION: A mark or a sign (such as an opening/closing bracket, 

opening/closing quote, comma, colon, semicolon, dash, exclamation mark, period, and 
question mark)Our algorithm is composed of two main components, which are syntactic 
analysis of sentences, semantic analysis of serial verbs. All components of algorithm are 
shown in Figure 4.1.  

Table B.1: Subcategories of Thai Parts of Speech from the ORCHID Corpus. 

No. POS Description 
1 NPRP Proper noun 
2  NCNM Cardinal number 
3 NONM Ordinal number 
4  NLBL Label noun 
5 NCMN Common noun 
6 NTTL Title noun 
7 PPRS Personal pronoun 
8 PDMN Demonstrative pronoun 
9 PNTR Interrogative pronoun 

10 PREL Relative pronoun 
11 VACT Active verb 
12 VSTA Stative verb 
13 VATT Attributive verb 
14 XVBM Pre-verb auxiliary, before negator “ไม (not)”  
15 XVAM Pre-verb auxiliary, after negator “ไม (not)” 
16 XVMM Pre-verb, before or after negator “ไม (not)” 
17 XVBB Pre-verb auxiliary, in imperative mood 
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Table B.1: Subcategories of Thai Parts of Speech from the ORCHID Corpus (cont.). 

No. POS Description 
18 XVAE Post-verb auxiliary  
19 DDAN Definite determiner, after noun without classifier in 

between 
20 DDAC Definite determiner, allowing classifier in between 
21 DDBQ Definite determiner, between noun and classifier or 

preceding quantitative expression 
22 DDAQ Definite determiner, following quantitative expression 
23 DIAC Indefinite determiner, following noun; allowing classifier 

in between 
24 DIBQ Indefinite determiner, between noun and classifier or 

preceding quantitative expression 
25 DIAQ Indefinite determiner, following quantitative expression 
26 DCNM Determiner, cardinal number expression  
27 DONM Determiner, ordinal number expression 
28 ADVN Adverb with normal form 
29 ADVI Adverb with iterative form 
30 ADVP Adverb with prefixed form 
31 ADVS Sentential adverb 
32 CNIT Unit classifier 
33 CLTV Collective classifier 

34 CMTR Measurement classifier 
35 CFQC Frequency classifier 
36 CVBL Verbal classifier 
37 JCRG Coordinating conjunction 
38 JCMP Comparative conjunction 
39 JSBR Subordinating conjunction 
40 RPRE Preposition  
41 INT Interjection 
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Table B.1: Subcategories of Thai Parts of Speech from the ORCHID Corpus (cont.).  

No. POS Description 
42 FIXN Nominal prefix 
43 FIXV Adverbial prefix 
44 EAFF Ending for affirmative sentence 
45 EITT Ending for interrogative sentence  
46 NEG Negator 

47 PUNC Punctuation 
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APPENDIX C 
SENTENCE THEOREMS 

C.1 Sentence Theorems 
Definition 1 Let  D be the domain in the field of Computer and Engineering annual 

reports and research proposals. 
Definition 2 Let  N be a set  of noun words. 
Definition 3 Let  V be a set  of verb words. 
Definition 4 Let    be a set  operations to concatenate sets. 

  A   B = { ab | a  A, b  B } 
  Let  * and + be a set  operations to define recursively the set. 

 Let  A = {a} 

 A* =  


 A



0i

i   = {, a, aa, aaa, aaaa, … } 

 A+ =  


 A



1i

i   = {a, aa, aaa, aaaa, … } 

Definition 5 Let  ADJUNCT be a set  of words or phrases that adds information to 
another part of a sentence. 

Definition 6 Let  P be a set  of prepositions. 

PP  =  P  N+   ;  PP    ADJUNCT 

NP  =  N+  PP*  =  N+  (P  N+)* 

Definition 7 Let  S be a set  of sentences in D ;   S  D 
Definition 8 Let  S1,  S2  be a set of sentences in different basic sentence patterns. 

Let  angular brackets “< >” is to denote ordered sequences. 

S1  :  <NP, V, NP2>  ;  S1    S 

S2  :  <NP, V>  ;  S2    S 

S1    S2  =   
Definition 9 Let  SUBJECT  be a set of relations from NP to V 
  SUBJECT : NP  V  ;  NP occur before V in a sequence of the 

sentence. 
  Let  OBJECT  be a set of relations from V to NP 

OBJECT : V  NP  ;  NP occur after V in a sequence of the sentence. 
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Definition 10 Let  SV be set of two consecutive serial verbs. 

 SV  =  V  V =  { v 1v2 | v1, v2  V } 

Lemma 1 SV  V 

Proof  v1v2  (v1, v2  V  v1v2  V) 

  SV  V 

Definition 11 Let  S1  be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 1 S1  :  <NP, SV, NP2>  ;  S1    S 

  Relations of S1 are composed of SUBJECT1 and OBJECT1 
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 

Proof  S1 :=  <NP, V, NP2>  ;  S1    S  from Definition 8 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

Therefore S1     S1 

 S1  :  <NP, SV, NP2> ;  S1    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
Definition 12 Let  S3  be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

Lemma 2 S3  :  <NP, V, ADJUNCT> ;  S3    S 

Proof  S2 :=  <NP, V>  ;  S2    S   from Definition 8 
V can be added information by ADJUNCT from Definition 5 

Therefore S3    S 

 S3 :=  <NP, V, ADJUNCT>  ;  S3    S 
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Definition 13 Let  MODIFYV  be a set of relations from V to ADJUNCT 
  MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT  ;  ADJUNCT occur after V in a sequence of 

the sentence. 

Definition 14 Let  S3.1   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 2 S3.1  :  <NP, SV, PP> ;  S3.1    S 

Relations of S3.1 are composed of SUBJECT1 and MODIFYV 1 
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 

Proof  S3 :=  <NP, V, ADJUNCT> ;  S3    S  from Lemma 2 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

Therefore S3.1     S3 

 S3.1  :  <NP, SV, PP> ;  S3.1    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V    from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
PP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
Definition 15 Let ADV be a set  of adverbs. 

ADVP = ADV+  ;   ADVP    ADJUNCT 

Definition 16 Let  S3.2   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 3 S3.2  :  <NP, SV, ADVP> ;  S3.2    S 

Relations of S3.2 are composed of SUBJECT1 and MODIFYV2 
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SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 

MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 

Proof  S3 :=  <NP, V, ADJUNCT> ;  S3    S  from Lemma 2 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

Therefore S3.2     S3 

 S3.2  :  <NP, SV, ADVP>  ;  S3.2    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V    from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of 

the sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 

Definition 17 Let  S3.3   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 4 S3.3  :  <NP, SV, ADVP, PP>  ;  S3.3    S 

Relations of S3.3 are composed of SUBJECT1, MODIFYV2 and MODIFYV1 
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT  
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 

Proof  S3 :=  <NP, V, ADJUNCT> ;  S 3    S  from Lemma 2 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 
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PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

Therefore S3.3     S3 

 S3.3  :  <NP, SV, ADV, PP> ;  S3.3    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V    from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 
PP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of 

the sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 

Definition 18 Let  S3.4   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 5 S3.4  :  <NP, SV, PP,  ADVP>  ;  S3.4    S 

Relations of S3.4 are composed of SUBJECT1, MODIFYV1 and MODIFYV2 
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT  
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 

Proof  S3 :=  <NP, V, ADJUNCT> ;  S 3    S  from Lemma 2 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

Therefore S3.4     S3 

 S3.4  :  <NP, SV, PP,  ADVP> ;  S3.4    S 
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SUBJECT : NP  V    from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
PP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of 

the sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
Definition 19 Let  S4   be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

Lemma 3 S4  :  <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT> ;  S4    S 

Proof  S1 :=  <NP, V, NP2>  ;  S1    S  from Definition 8 
V can be added information by ADJUNCT from Definition 5 

Therefore S4    S 

 S4  :  <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT> ;  S4    S 

Definition 20 Let  S4.1   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 6 S4.1  :  <NP, SV, NP2, ADVP> ;  S4.1    S 

Relations of S4.1 are composed of SUBJECT1, OBJECT1 and MODIFYV2 
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 

Proof  S4  :  <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT>  ;  S4    S from Lemma 3 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 
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Therefore S4.1     S4 

 S4.1  :  <NP, SV, NP2, ADVP> ;  S4.1    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of 

the sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 

Definition 21 Let  S4.2   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 7 S4.2 :  <NP, SV, NP2, ADVP, PP> ;  S4.2    S 

Relations of S4.2 are composed of SUBJECT1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2 and 
MODIFYV1 

SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 

Proof  S4  :  <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT>  ;  S4    S from Lemma 3 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 
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Therefore S4.2     S4 

 S4.2  :  <NP, SV, NP2, ADVP_PP>  ;  S4.2    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 
PP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of 

the sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
Definition 22 Let CL be a set of clauses in sentences. 
Definition 23 Let C be a set of conjunctions 

Let C_SUB be a set of subordinating conjunctions. 
Let C_COR be a set of coordinating conjunctions. 

Lemma 4 C_SUB  C 

Proof  x (x  C_SUB  x  C) 

  C_SUB  C 

Lemma 5 C_COR  C 

Proof  x (x  C_COR  x  C) 

  C_COR  C 
Definition 24 Let CL_SUB be a set of subordinate clauses beginning with a 

subordinating conjunction and functioning as a adverb. 

Lemma 6 CL_SUB  CL 

Proof  x (x  CL_SUB  x  CL) 

  CL_SUB  CL 
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Definition 25 Let CL_COR be a set of coordinate clauses beginning with a 
coordinating conjunction following another clause. 

Lemma 7 CL_COR  CL 

Proof  x (x  CL_COR  x  CL) 

  CL_COR  CL 

Definition 26 Let PR be a set of pronouns. PR  N 

Let PR_REL be a set of relative pronouns. PR_REL  PR 
Definition 27 Let CL_REL be a set of relative clauses beginning with a relative pronoun 

and functioning as a adjective.  

Lemma 8 CL_REL  CL 

Proof  x (x  CL_REL  x  CL) 

  CL_REL  CL 
Definition 28 Let  S5   be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

Lemma 9 S5  :  <NP, V, CL_SUB> ;  S5    S 

Proof  S2 :=  <NP, V>  ;  S2    S   from Definition 8 
S2 can be added information by CL_SUB from Definition 24 

Therefore S5    S 

 S5 :=  <NP, V, CL_SUB>  ;  S5    S 
Definition 29 Let  COMPLETE  be a set of relations from V to CL_SUB 

COMPLETE : V  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after V in a sequence of 
the sentence. 

Definition 30 Let  S5   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 8 S5  :  <NP, SV, CL_SUB> ;  S5    S 

Relations of S5 are composed of SUBJECT1 and COMPLETE1 
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
COMPLETE1 : SV  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a sequence 

of the sentence and COMPLETE1   COMPLETE 

Proof  S5 :=  <NP, V, CL_SUB> ;  S5    S  from Lemma 9 
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SV  V     from Lemma 1 

Therefore S5     S5 

 S5  :  <NP, SV, CL_SUB>  ;  S5    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V    from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
COMPLETE : V  CL_SUB     from Definition 29 
CL_SUB can occur to complete information in a sentence. 

 COMPLETE1 : SV  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

sequence of the sentence and COMPLETE1   COMPLETE 
Definition 31 Let  S6   be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

Lemma 10 S6  :  <NP, V, NP2, CL> ;  S6    S 

Proof  S1 :=  <NP, V, NP2>  ;  S1    S  from Definition 8 
S1 can be added information by CL_SUB or CL_COR 
NP2 can be added information by CL_REL 

Therefore S6    S 

 S6 :=  <NP, V, NP2, CL>  ;  S6    S 
Definition 32 Let  JOIN  be a set of relations from V to CL_COR 

JOIN : V  CL_COR  ;  CL_COR occur after V in a sequence of the 
sentence. 

Let  MODIFYN  be a set of relations from NP to CL_REL 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP in a sequence of 

the sentence. 

Definition 33 Let  S6.1   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 9 S6.1 :  <NP, SV, NP2, CL_SUB> ;  S6.1    S 

Relations of S6.1 are composed of SUBJECT1, OBJECT1 and 
COMPL

ur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 

ETE2  
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occ
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OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
COMPLETE2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

sequence of the sentence and COMPLETE2   COMPLETE 

Proof  S6  :  <NP, V, NP2, CL> ;  S6    S from Lemma 10 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

CL_SUB  CL     from Definition 24 

Therefore S6.1     S6 

 S6.1 :  <NP, SV, NP2, CL_SUB> ;  S6.1    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
COMPLETE : V  CL_SUB     from Definition 29 
CL_SUB can occur to complete information in a sentence. 

 COMPLETE2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

sequence of the sentence and COMPLETE2   COMPLETE 

Definition 34 Let  S6.2   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 10 S6.2 :  <NP, SV, NP2, CL_COR> ;  S6.2    S 

Relations of S6.2 are composed of SUBJECT1, OBJECT1 and JOIN1  
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
JOIN1 : SV  CL_SUB  ;  CL_COR occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and JOIN1   JOIN 
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Proof  S6  :  <NP, V, NP2, CL> ;  S6    S from Lemma 10 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

CL_COR  CL    from Lemma 5 

Therefore S6.2     S6 

 S6.2 :  <NP, SV, NP2, CL_COR> ;  S6.2    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
JOIN : V  CL_SUB      from Definition 32 
CL_COR can occur to join information to sentences. 

 JOIN1 : SV  CL_SUB  ;  CL_COR occur after SV in a sequence of 

the sentence and JOIN1   JOIN 

Definition 35 Let  S6.3   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 11 S6.3 :  <NP, SV, NP2, CL_REL> ;  S6.3    S 

Relations of S6.3 are composed of SUBJECT1, OBJECT1 and MODIFYN2  
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYN2 : NP2  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP2 in a sequence 

of the sentence and MODIFYN2   MODIFYN 

Proof  S6  :  <NP, V, NP2, CL> ;  S6    S from Lemma 10 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

CL_REL  CL     from Lemma 6 

Therefore S6.3     S6 
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 S6.3 :  <NP, SV, NP2, CL_REL> ;  S6.3    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL   from Definition 32 
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase. 

 MODIFYN2 : NP2  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP2 in a 

sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN2   MODIFYN 
Definition 36 Let  S7   be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

Lemma 11 S7  :  <NP, V, ADJUNCT, CL> ;  S7    S 

Proof  S3 :=  <NP, V, ADJUNCT>  ;  S3    S  from Lemma 2 
S3 can be added information by CL_SUB 
ADJUNCT can be PP added information by CL_REL 

Therefore S7    S 

 S7  :  <NP, V, ADJUNCT, CL> ;  S7    S 

Definition 37 Let  S7.1   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 12 S7.1 :  <NP, SV, PP, CL_SUB> ;  S7.1    S 

Relations of S7.1 are composed of SUBJECT1, MODIFYV1 and 
COMPLETE1  

SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
COMPLETE1 : SV  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a sequence 

of the sentence and COMPLETE1   COMPLETE 

Proof  S7  :  <NP, V, ADJUNCT, CL> ;  S7    S from Lemma 11 
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SV  V     from Lemma 1 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

CL_SUB  CL     from Lemma 4 

Therefore S7.1     S7 

 S7.1 :  <NP, SV, PP, CL_SUB> ;  S7.1    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
PP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
COMPLETE : V  CL_SUB     from Definition 29 
CL_SUB can occur to complete information in a sentence. 

 COMPLETE1 : SV  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

sequence of the sentence and COMPLETE1   COMPLETE 

Definition 38 Let  S7.2   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 13 S7.2 :  <NP, SV, PP, CL_REL> ;  S7.2    S 

Relations of S7.2 are composed of SUBJECT1, MODIFYV1 and 
MODIF

ur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
ur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
EL occur after PP in a sequence 

Proof

YN3  
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occ

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occ

e and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
MODIFYN3 : NPin PP  CL_REL  ;  CL_R

of the sentence and MODIFYN3   MODIFYN 

   S7  :  <NP, V, ADJUNCT, CL> ;  S7    S from Lemma 11

SV  V     from Lemma 1 
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PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

CL_REL  CL     from Lemma 6 

, CL_REL>  S7.2  

 occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
ition 13 

 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc Y
 

 N+)* from Definition 6 

L_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase in a prepositional 

cur after PP in a 

Definiti e a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 

Theorem 14 

ns of S7.3 are composed of SUBJECT1, MODIFYV2 and 
COMPL

ur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
P occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
occur after SV in a sequence 

Therefore S7.2     S7 

 S7.2 :  <NP, SV, PP ;   S 
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Defin
PP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP

e and MODIFYV1   MODIF V 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL   from Definition 32

PP  =  P  N+  and  NP  =  N+  (P 
PP  can be  P  NP  when   NP  =  N+ 
C

phrase. 

 MODIFYN3 : NPin PP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL oc

sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN3   MODIFYN 

on 39 Let  S7.3   b
sentence pattern. 

S7.3 :  <NP, SV, ADVP, CL_SUB> ;  S7.3    S 

Relatio
ETE1  
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occ

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADV

e and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
COMPLETE1 : SV  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB 

of the sentence and COMPLETE1   COMPLETE 
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Proof   

  from Lemma 4 

VP, C _SUB>

 occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
n 13 

P occur after SV in a sequence of 

the sen YV 
n 29 

fter SV in a 

 ern. 

 

Proof

S7  :  <NP, V, ADJUNCT, CL> ;  S7    S from Lemma 11

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

CL_SUB  CL   

Therefore S7.3     S7 

 S7.3 :  <NP, SV, AD L  ;  S7.3    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definitio
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADV

tence and MODIFYV2   MODIF
COMPLETE : V  CL_SUB     from Definitio
CL_SUB can occur to complete information in a sentence. 

 COMPLETE1 : SV  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur a

sequence of the sentence and COMPLETE1   COMPLETE 
Definition 40 Let  S8   be a set of sentences in a sentence patt

Lemma 12 S8  :  <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT, CL>  ;  S8    S 

  S4    S  from Lemma 3 

ded information by CL_REL  

Definiti e a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 

Theorem 15 

ns of S8.1 are composed of SUBJECT1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2 and 
COMPLETE2 

S4 :=  <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT>    ;  
S4 can be added information by CL_SUB 
ADJUNCT can be PP ad

 Therefore S8    S 

 S8  :  <NP, V, NP, ADJUNCT, CL>  ;  S8    S 

on 41 Let  S8.1   b
sentence pattern. 

S8.1 :  <NP, SV, NP2, ADVP, CL_SUB>  ;  S8.1    S 

Relatio
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SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
COMPLETE2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

sequence of the sentence and COMPLETE2   COMPLETE 

Proof  S8  :  <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT, CL>  ;  S8    S from Lemma 12 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

CL_SUB  CL     from Lemma 4 

Therefore S8.1     S8 

 S8.1 :  <NP, SV, NP2, ADVP, CL_SUB>  ;  S8.1    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of 

the sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
COMPLETE : V  CL_SUB     from Definition 29 
CL_SUB can occur to complete information in a sentence. 
 

 COMPLETE2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

sequence of the sentence and COMPLETE2   COMPLETE 
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Definition 42 Let  S8.2   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 16 S8.2 :  <NP, SV, NP2, ADVP, PP, CL_REL>  ;  S8.2    S 

Relations of S8.2 are composed of SUBJECT1, OBJECT1, MODIFYV2,
MODIFYV

  

1  and MODIFYN3  
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
MODIFYN3 : NPin PP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after PP in a sequence 

of the sentence and MODIFYN3   MODIFYN 

Proof  S8  :  <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT, CL>  ;  S8    S from Lemma 12 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

CL_REL  CL     from Lemma 6 

Therefore S8.2     S8 

 S8.2 :  <NP, SV, NP2, ADVP, PP, CL_REL>  ;  S8.2    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
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ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of 

the sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
PP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL   from Definition 32 

PP  =  P  N+  and  NP  =  N+  (P  N+)* from Definition 6 

PP  can be  P  NP  when   NP  =  N+ 
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase in a prepositional 

phrase. 

 MODIFYN3 : NPin PP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after PP in a 

sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN3   MODIFYN 
Definition 43 Let  S9   be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

Lemma 13 S9  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, NP2> ;  S9    S 

Proof  S1 :=  <NP, V, NP2>  ;  S1    S  from Definition 8 
NP can be added information by CL_REL 

Therefore S9    S 

 S9  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, NP2> ;  S9    S 

Definition 44 Let  S9   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 17 S9 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, NP2> ;  S9    S 

Relations of S9 are composed of SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1 and OBJECT1  
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP in a sequence of 

the sentence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN 
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
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Proof  S9  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, NP2> ;  S9    S from Lemma 13 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

Therefore S9     S9 

 S9 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, NP2> ;  S9    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL   from Definition 32 
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase. 

 MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP in a 

sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN 
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
Definition 45 Let  S10   be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

Lemma 14 S10  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, ADJUNCT> ;  S10    S 

Proof  S3 :=  <NP, V, ADJUNCT> ;  S3    S  from Lemma 2 
NP can be added information by CL_REL 

Therefore S10    S 

 S10  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, ADJUNCT> ;  S10    S 

Definition 46 Let  S10.1   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 18 S10.1 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, PP> ;  S10    S 

Relations of S10.1 are composed of SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1 and 
MODIFYV1  

SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP in a sequence of 

the sentence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN  
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MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 

Proof  S10  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, ADJUNCT>;  S10    S from Lemma 14 

SV  V      from Lemma 1 

PP  ADJUNCT     from Definition 6 

Therefore S10.1     S10 

 S10.1 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, ADJUNCT> ;  S10.1    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V       from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL    from Definition 32 
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase. 

 MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP in a 

sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN 

MODIF
ur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
EL occur after NP in a sequence of 

the sen
P occur after SV in a sequence of the 

MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT    from Definition 13 
PP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 

Definition 47 Let  S10.2   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

Theorem 19 S10.2 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, ADVP> ;  S10.2    S 

Relations of S10 are composed of SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1 and 
YV2  
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occ

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_R

tence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN  
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADV

sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
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Proof  

   from Definition 15 

 occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
 Definition 32 

REL occur after NP in a 

sequen
Definition 13 

P occur after SV in a sequence of 

 

 
Proof

S10  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, ADJUNCT>;  S10    S from Lemma 14 

SV  V      from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT  

Therefore S10.2     S10 

 S10 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, ADJUNCT> ;  S10    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V       from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL    from
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase. 

 MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_

ce of the sentence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT    from 
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADV

the sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
Definition 48 Let  S11   be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

Lemma 15 S11  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, NP2 , ADJUNCT> ;  S11    S 

    S  from Lemma 3 
tion by CL_REL 

Definiti e a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 

Theorem 20 

CT1  
ur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc

S4 :=  <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT> ;  S4  

NP can be added informa

Therefore S11    S 

 S11  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, NP2, ADJUNCT> ;  S11    S 

on 49 Let  S11   b
sentence pattern. 

S11 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, NP2 , ADVP>  ;  S11'    S 
Relations of S11’ are composed of MODIFYN1, SUBJECT1 and OBJE
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occ

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
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MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP in a seque

the sentence and MODIFYN

nce of 

IFYN 

sentenc

Proof

1   MOD
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

e and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 

  

   from Lemma 1 

 Definition 15 

  from Definition 9 

sentenc

 a noun phrase. 

   from Definition 9 

sentenc

o verb in a sentence. 

in a sequence of 

0 nces ce p ttern. 

Lemma 16   S 

Proof

S11  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, NP2, ADJUNCT>  ;  S11    S   from Lemma 15 

SV  V   

ADVP  ADJUNCT     from

Therefore S11     S11 

 S11 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, NP2, ADVP>  ;  S11    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V     

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL    from Definition 32 
CL_REL can occur to add information to

 MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP in a 

sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN 
OBJECT : V  NP  

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

e and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT    from Definition 13 
ADVP can occur to add information t

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV 

the sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
Definition 5 Let  S12   be a set of sente  in a senten a

S12  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, CL_SUB> ;  S12  

  ;  S5    S   from Lemma 9 S5 :=  <NP, V, CL_SUB> 
NP can be added information by CL_REL 
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Therefore S12    S 

 S12  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, CL_SUB> ;  S12    S 

sentenc

Theorem 21 

f SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1 and 
MODIF

efore SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
cur after NP in a sequence of 

of the s  COMPLETE 

Proof

Definition 51 Let  S12   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
e pattern. 

S12 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, CL_SUB> ;  S12    S 

Relations of S12 are composed o
YV2  
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur b

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL oc

the sentence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN  
COMPLETE1 : SV  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a sequence 

entence and COMPLETE1  
  from 

Lemma 16 

 Definition 9 

from Definition 29 
rm ntence. 

CL_S UB ccur a

sequen MPLETE 
Definition 52 Let  S13   be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

S12  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, CL_SUB>;  S12    S  

SV  V      from Lemma 1 

Therefore S12     S12 

 S12 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, CL_SUB> ;  S12    S 
SUBJECT : NP  V       from

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL    from Definition 32 
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase. 

 MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP in a 

sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN 
COMPLETE : V  CL_SUB      
CL_SUB can occur to complete info ation in a se

 COMPLETE1 : SV  UB  ;  CL_S  o fter SV in a 

ce of the sentence and COMPLETE1   CO
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Lemma 17  NP2, CL> ;  S13    S 

Proof

S13  :  <NP, CL_REL, V,

   Lemma 10 

S13    S 

 

Definition 53 

rn. 

Theorem 22 

 of SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1, OBJECT1 
and CO

efore SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
  CL_REL occur after NP in a sequence of 

the sen
V in a sequence of the 

sequen

Proof

S6  :  <NP, V, NP2, CL> ;  S6    S  from
NP can be added information by CL_REL 

Therefore 

 S13  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, NP2, CL> ;  S13    S

Let  S13.1   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence patte

S13.1 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, NP2, CL_SUB>;  S13.1    S 

Relations of S13.1 are composed
MPLETE2  
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur b

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;

tence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN  
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after S

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
COMPLETE2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

ce of the sentence and COMPLETE1   COMPLETE 

  2, CL> ;  S13    S from Lemma 17 

1 

NP2, CL_SUB> ;  S13.1    S 
ion 9 

quence of the 

from Definition 32 

S13  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, NP

SV  V      from Lemma 

CL_SUB  CL      from Lemma 4 

Therefore S13.1     S13 

 S13.1 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, 
SUBJECT : NP  V       from Definit

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a se

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL   
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase. 

 MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP in a 
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sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN 

nce of the 

finition 29 

ETE2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

Definition 54 

tern. 

Theorem 23 

 of SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1, OBJECT1 
and MO

efore SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
  CL_REL occur after NP in a sequence of 

the sen
r SV in a sequence of the 

of the s

Proof

OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a seque

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
COMPLETE : V  CL_SUB     from De
CL_SUB can occur to complete information in a sentence. 

 COMPL

sequence of the sentence and COMPLETE2   COMPLETE 

Let  S13.2   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pat

S13.2 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, NP2, CL_REL> ;  S13.2    S 

Relations of S13.2 are composed
DIFYN 2  
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur b

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;

tence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN  
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur afte

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYN2 : NP2  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP2 in a sequence 

entence and MODIFYN2   MODIFYN  

  2, CL> ;  S13    S from Lemma 17 

1 

NP2, CL_REL> ;  S13.2    S 

quence of the 

S13  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, NP

SV  V      from Lemma 

CL_REL  CL      from Lemma 6 

Therefore S13.2     S13 

 S13.2 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, 
SUBJECT : NP  V    from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a se

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
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MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL   from Definition 32 

YN1   MODIFYN 

uence of the 

 Definition 32 
e. 

 
Definition 55 e pattern. 

Lemma 18  NP2, ADJUNCT, CL> ;  S14    S 

Proof

CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase. 

 MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP in a 

sequence of the sentence and MODIF
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a seq

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL   from
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phras

 MODIFYN2 : NP2  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP2 in a 

sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN2   MODIFYN
Let  S14   be a set of sentences in a sentenc

S14  :  <NP, CL_REL, V,

  ma 12 

S14    S 

Definition 56  

Theorem 24 

f SUBJECT1, MODIFYN1, OBJECT1, 
MODIF

efore SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
  CL_REL occur after NP in a sequence of 

the sen
cur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
fter SV in a sequence of the 

S8  :  <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT, CL>  ;  S8    S from Lem
NP can be added information by CL_REL 

Therefore 

 S14  :  <NP, CL_REL, V, NP2, ADJUNCT, CL>;  S14    S 

Let  S14   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a
sentence pattern. 

S14 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, NP2, ADVP, CL_SUB>;  S14    S 

Relations of S14 are composed o
YV2 and COMPLETE2  
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur b

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;

tence and MODIFYN1   MODIFYN  
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 oc

e and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur a

sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
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COMPLETE2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

sequen

Proof

ce of the sentence and COMPLETE1   COMPLETE 

  

   from Lemma 1 

on 15 

P2, ADVP, CL_SUB>;  S14    S 

quence of the 

 from Definition 32 

YN1   MODIFYN 

nce of the 

  from Definition 13 

equence of 

the sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 

o verb in a sentence. 

equence of 

finition 29 

2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

S14  : <NP, CL_REL, V, NP2, ADJUNCT, CL>; S14  S  from Lemma 18 

SV  V   

ADVP  ADJUNCT     from Definiti

CL_SUB  CL      from Lemma 4 

Therefore S14     S14 

 S14 :  <NP, CL_REL , SV, N
SUBJECT : NP  V       from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a se

sentence and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL   
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase. 

 MODIFYN1 : NP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP in a 

sequence of the sentence and MODIF
OBJECT : V  NP     from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a seque

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT  
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a s

MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT    from Definition 13 
ADVP can occur to add information t
 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a s

the sentence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
COMPLETE : V  CL_SUB     from De
CL_SUB can occur to complete information in a sentence. 

 COMPLETE
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sequ ce of the senten ence and COMPLETE2   COMPLETE 
7 uses beginning with a noun and 

function
Definition 5 Let CL_N be a set of noun cla

ing as a noun. 

Lemma 19 CL_N  CL 

Proof  x (x  CL_N  x  CL) 

 
Definition 58 

Lemma 20 ;  S15    S 

Proof

  CL_N  CL
Let  S15  be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

S15  :  <CL_N, V>  

   from Definition 8 
ition 55 

S15 :=  <CL_N, V> ;  S15    S 

 CL : CL_N  V  ;  CL_N occur before V in a sequence of the 

Definition 60 

sentenc

Theore

e of 

the sen  SUBJECT_CL 

Proof

S2 :=  <NP, V>  ;  S2    S  
CL_N can function as NP   from Defin

Therefore S15    S 

 
Definition 59 Let  SUBJECT_CL  be a set of relations from CL_N to V 

 SUBJECT_
sentence. 

Let  S15   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
e pattern. 

m 25 S15  :  <CL_N, SV>  ;  S15    S 

Relations of S15 are composed of SUBJECT_CL1  
SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV in a sequenc

tence and SUBJECT_CL1  
  from Lemma 20 

from Definition 59 

 SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV in a 

sequence of the sentence and SUBJECT_CL1  SU

Lemma 21 ;  S16    S 

S15  :  <CL_N, V>  ;  S15    S 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

Therefore S15     S15 

 S15  :  <CL_N, SV> ;  S15    S 
SUBJECT_CL : CL_N  V   

 SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N 

  BJECT_CL 

S16  :  <CL_N, V, NP2> 
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Proof  from Definition 8 

S16    S 

 in a 
sentenc

Theore

  

 ;  CL_N occur before SV in a sequence of 

EC _CL 

sentenc  T 

Proof

S1 :=  <NP, V, NP2>  ;  S1    S  
CL_N can function as NP   from Definition 55 

Therefore 

 S16 :=  <CL_N, V, NP2> ;  S16    S 

Definition 61 Let  S16  be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs
e pattern. 

m 26 S16  :  <CL_N, SV, NP2> ;  S16    S 

Relations of S16 are composed of SUBJECT_CL1 and OBJECT2 
SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV 

the sentence and SUBJECT_CL1   SUBJ T
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

e and OBJECT1   OBJEC

   from Lemma 21 

CT_CL1   SUBJECT_CL 
finition 9 

ter SV in a sequence of the 

 OBJECT 
Definition 62 

Lemma 22 CT> ;  S17    S 

Proof

S16 :=  <CL_N, V, NP2> ;  S16    S 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

Therefore S16     S16 

 S16  :  < CL_N, SV, NP2>  ;  S16    S 
SUBJECT_CL : CL_N  V   from Definition 59 

 SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV in a 

sequence of the sentence and SUBJE
OBJECT : V  NP    from De

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur af

sentence and OBJECT1  
Let  S17  be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

S17  :  <CL_N, V, ADJUN

   Lemma 20 

S17    S 

  S 

S15  :  <CL_N, V>  ;  S15    S from
V can be added information by ADJUNCT from Definition 5 

Therefore 

 S17  :  <NP, V, ADJUNCT> ;  S17  
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Definition 63 

Theorem 27 

 of SUBJECT_CL1 and MODIFYV 1 
 b uence of 

the sen

sentenc YV 

Proof

Let  S17.1   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

S17.1  :  <CL_N, SV, PP> ;  S17.1    S 

Relations of S17.1 are composed
SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occur efore SV in a seq

tence and SUBJECT_CL1   SUBJECT_CL 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

e and MODIFYV1   MODIF

  from Lemma 22 

>  S17.1  

ition 59 

_CL1   SUBJECT_CL 

ur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc

Definition 64 

Theorem 28 

of SUBJECT_CL1 and MODIFYV2 
 r b uence of 

the sen

sentenc YV 

Proof

S17  :  <CL_N, V, ADJUNCT>  ;  S17    S  

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

Therefore S17.1     S17 

 S 17.1  :  <CL_N, SV, PP  ;   S 
SUBJECT_CL : CL_N  V   from Defin

 SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV in a 

sequence of the sentence and SUBJECT
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT  from Definition 13 
PP can occ

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after

e and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 

Let  S7.2   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

S17.2  :  <CL_N, SV, ADVP> ;  S17.2    S 

Relations of S17.2 are composed 
SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occu efore SV in a seq

tence and SUBJECT_CL1   SUBJECT_CL 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

e and MODIFYV2   MODIF

  emma 22 S17  :  <NP, V, ADJUNCT> ;  S17    S  from L
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SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

Therefore S17.2     S17 

 S17.2  :  <CL_N, SV, AD ;   S VP>  S17.2  

n 59 

1   SUBJECT_CL 
finition 13 

o ntence. 

VP ccur ence of 

the sen
Definition 65 nces in a sentence pattern. 

Lemma 23 

SUBJECT_CL : CL_N  V   from Definitio

 SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV in a 

sequence of the sentence and SUBJECT_CL
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from De
ADVP can occur to add information t  verb in a se

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  AD  o after SV in a sequ

tence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
Let  S18   be a set of sente

S18  :  <CL_N, V, NP2, ADJUNCT> ;  S18    S 

Proof  S16 :=  <CL_N, V, NP2> ;  S16    S  from Lemma 21 
V can be added information by ADJUNCT from Definition 5 

Definiti S18   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentenc

Theore   S 

f 

BJECT_CL 

sentenc

sentenc FYV 

Proof

Therefore S18    S 

 S18  :  <CL_N, V, NP2, ADJUNCT> ;  S18    S 

on 64 Let  
e pattern. 

m 29 S18  :  <CL_N, V, NP2, ADVP> ;  S18  

Relations of S18 are composed of SUBJECT_CL1, OBJECT1 and 
MODIFYV2 

SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV in a sequence o

the sentence and SUBJECT_CL1   SU
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

e and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

e and MODIFYV2   MODI

  from Lemma 23 S18  :  <CL_N, V, NP2, ADJUNCT>;  S18    S  
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SV  V      from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT     from Defin

Therefore S

ition 15 

9 

 SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV in a 

sequen
Definition 9 

from Definition 13 
 in a sentence. 

ur ter SV  

the sen
Definition 67 e pattern. 

Lemma 24 L> ;  S19    S 

Proof

18     S18 

 S18  :  <CL_N, V, NP2, ADVP> ;  S18    S 
SUBJECT_CL : CL_N  V    from Definition 5

 SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N 

ce of the sentence and SUBJECT_CL1   SUBJECT_CL 
OBJECT : V  NP     from 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT    
ADVP can occur to add information to verb

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occ af  in a sequence of

tence and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
Let  S19   be a set of sentences in a sentenc

S19  :  <CL_N, V, NP2, C

  from Lemma 21 

 added information by CL_REL 

Definiti    be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentenc

Theore   S 

 

S16  :  <CL_N, V, NP2> ;  S16    S  
S16 can be added information by CL_SUB  
NP2 can be

Therefore S19    S 

 S19  :  <CL_N, V, NP2, CL> ;  S19    S 

on 68 Let  S19

e pattern. 

m 30 S19 :  <CL_N, SV, NP2, CL_SUB> ;  S19  

Relations of S19 are composed of SUBJECT_CL1, OBJECT1 and 
COMPLETE2  

SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV in a sequence of 

the sentence and SUBJECT_CL1   SUBJECT_CL
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OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc  T 
 in a 

sequen

Proof

e and OBJECT1   OBJEC
COMPLETE2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV

ce of the sentence and COMPLETE2   COMPLETE 

  a 24 

 Lemma 1 

L_SUB> ;  S19    S 

 in a 

from Definition 9 

equence of the 

UB    
tence. 

 CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

TE 

Lemma 25 

Proof

S19  :  <CL_N, V, NP2, CL> ;  S19    S  from Lemm

SV  V      from

CL_SUB  CL      from Definition 24 

Therefore S19     S19 

 S19 :  <CL_N, SV, NP2, C
SUBJECT_CL : CL_N  V    from Definition 59 

 SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV

sequence of the sentence and SUBJECT_CL1   SUBJECT_CL 
OBJECT : V  NP     

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a s

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
COMPLETE : V  CL_S    from Definition 29
CL_SUB can occur to complete information in a sen

 COMPLETE2 : SVNP 

sequence of the sentence and COMPLETE2   COMPLE
Definition 69 Let  S20   be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

S20  :  <CL_N, CL_REL, V, NP2> ;  S20    S 

 P>  ;  S16    S from Lemma 21 

S20    S 

Definition 70 

DIFYN_CL : NPin CL_N  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after CL_N in a 
sequen

Definitio secutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

 S16  :  <CL_N, V, N
NP in CL_N can be added information by CL_REL 

Therefore 

 S20  :  <CL_N, CL_REL, V, NP2>  ;  S20    S 
Let  MODIFYN_CL  be a set of relations from NP in  CL_N to CL_REL 
MO
ce of the sentence. 

n 71 Let  S20   be a set of sentences with two con
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Theorem 31 

N_CL1, and 
OBJEC

 ;  CL_N occur before SV in a sequence of 

sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN_CL1   MODIFYN_CL 
e of the 

sentenc

Proof

S20 :  <CL_N, CL_REL , SV, NP2> ;  S20    S 

Relations of S20 are composed of SUBJECT_CL1 MODIFY
T1  
SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV 

the sentence and SUBJECT_CL1   SUBJECT_CL 
MODIFYN_CL1 : NPin CL_N  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after CL_N in a 

OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequenc

e and OBJECT1   OBJECT 

  a 25 

 Lemma 1 

in a 

sequen
0 

rmation to a noun phrase in a noun clause. 

ccur after CL_N in 

 MODIFYN_CL 
nition 9 

 SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc CT 
Definition 72 

Proof

S20  :  <CL_N, CL_REL, V, NP2> ;  S20    S from Lemm

SV  V      from

Therefore S20     S20 

 S20 :  <CL_N, CL_REL , SV, NP2> ;  S20    S 
SUBJECT_CL : CL_N  V    from Definition 59 

 SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV 

ce of the sentence and SUBJECT_CL1   SUBJECT_CL 
MODIFYN_CL : NPin CL_N  CL_REL   from Definition 7
CL_REL can occur to add info

 MODIFYN_CL1 : NPin CL_N  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL o

a sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN_CL1  
OBJECT : V  NP     from Defi

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after

e and OBJECT1   OBJE
Let  S21   be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 

Lemma 26 S21  :  <CL_N, CL_REL, V, ADJUNCT> ;  S21    S 

 L_N, V, ADJUNCT> ;  S17    S from Lemma 22 

21  :  <CL_N, CL_REL, V, ADJUNCT>;  S21    S 

 S17  :  <C
CL_N can be added information by CL_REL 

Therefore S21    S 

 S
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Definition 73 

Theorem 32 

N_CL1 and 
MODIF

CL_N occur before SV in a sequence of 

sequen

Proof

Let  S21   be a set of sentences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentence pattern. 

S21 :  <CL_N, CL_REL , SV, PP> ;  S21    S 

Relations of S10 are composed of SUBJECT_CL1, MODIFY
YV1  
SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  

the sentence and SUBJECT_CL1   SUBJECT_CL 
MODIFYN_CL1 : NPin CL_N  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after CL_N in a 

ce of the sentence and MODIFYN_CL1   MODIFYN_CL  
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

sentence and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 

  

a 1 

 Definition 6 

in a 

sequen
m Definition 70 

se. 

 CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after CL_N in 

_CL 
from Definition 13 

V in a sequence of the 

sentenc DIFYV 
Definition 74 

Lemma 27 S22  :  <CL_N, CL_REL, V, NP2, CL>;  S22    S 

S21  :  <CL_N, CL_REL, V, ADJUNCT>;  S21    S from Lemma 26 

SV  V      from Lemm

PP  ADJUNCT     from

Therefore S21     S21 

 S21 :  <CL_N, CL_REL , SV, PP> ;  S21    S 
SUBJECT_CL : CL_N  V    from Definition 59 

 SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV 

ce of the sentence and SUBJECT_CL1   SUBJECT_CL 
MODIFYN_CL : NPin CL_N  CL_REL   fro
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase in a noun clau

 MODIFYN_CL1 : NPin CL_N 

a sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN_CL1   MODIFYN
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT    
PP can occur to add information to verb in a sentence. 

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after S

e and MODIFYV1   MO
Let  S22   be a set of sentences in a sentence pattern. 
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Proof  S19  :  <CL_N, V, NP, CL>  ;  S19    S from Lemma 24 
CL_N can be added information by CL_REL 

Definitio entences with two consecutive serial verbs in a 
sentenc

Theore ;  S22    S 

nce of 

UBJECT_CL 

sentenc

sequence of the sentence and COMPLETE1   COMPLETE 

Proof

Therefore S22    S 

 S22  :  <CL_N, CL_REL, V, NP2, CL> ;  S22    S 

n 75 Let  S22   be a set of s
e pattern. 

m 33 S22 :  <CL_N, CL_REL, SV, NP2, CL_SUB>

Relations of S22 are composed of SUBJECT_CL1, MODIFYN_CL1, 
OBJECT1 and COMPLETE2  

SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV in a seque

the sentence and SUBJECT_CL1   S
MODIFYN_CL1 : NPin CL_N  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after CL_N in a 

sequence of the sentence and MODIFYN_CL1   MODIFYN_CL  
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

e and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
COMPLETE2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

  mma 27 

a 4 

, CL_SUB>;  S22

se. 

 CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after CL_N in 

a seque YN_C 1   M DIFYN

S22  :  <CL_N, CL_REL, V, NP2, CL>;  S22    S from Le

SV  V      from Lemma 1 

CL_SUB  CL      from Lemm

Therefore S22     S22 

 S22 :  <CL_N, CL_REL, SV, NP2     S 
SUBJECT_CL : CL_N  V    from Definition 59 

 SUBJECT_CL1 : CL_N  SV  ;  CL_N occur before SV in a 

sequence of the sentence and SUBJECT_CL1   SUBJECT_CL 
MODIFYN_CL : NPin CL_N  CL_REL   from Definition 70 
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase in a noun clau

 MODIFYN_CL1 : NPin CL_N 

nce of the sentence and MODIF L O _CL 
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OBJECT : V  NP     from Definition

 OBJECT

 9 

sequence of the 

TE : V  CL_SUB      from Definition 29 
te information in a sentence. 

he sentence and COMPLETE2   COMPLETE 
6 

 UXP =
AUXP o

Theore efore SV in all sentence patterns with two consecutive 

Proof

1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a 

sentence and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
COMPLE
CL_SUB can occur to comple

 COMPLETE2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

sequence of t
Definition 7 Let  AUX is a set  of auxiliaries. 

A  AUX+ 
ccur before V in a sentence 

m 34 AUXP can occur b
serial verbs. 

  V      from Lemma 1 

n 76 

Definitio ases which occur before relative clauses 

Definitio et  SUBJECT_REL  be a set of relations from NPREL to V 
before the relative clause in 

Definition 80 

se 
pattern.

Theore _REL, SV, NP2> 

BJECT1 

 SV 
 AUXP occur before V in a sentence   from Definitio

 AUXP can occur before SV in all sentence patterns with two 
consecutive serial verbs. 
n 77 Let NPREL be a set of noun phr
in sentences. 

Definition 78 Let  NCL_REL1,  NCL_REL2  be a set of relative clauses and noun 
phrases which occur before relative clauses in different clause patterns. 

NCL_REL1  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, V, NP2> 

NCL_REL2  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, V> 
n 79 L

  SUBJECT_REL : NPREL  V  ;  NPREL occur 
a sentence. 

Let  NCL_REL1  be a set of relative clauses and noun phrases which 
occur before the relative clause with two consecutive serial verbs in a clau

 

m 35 NCL_REL1  :  < NPREL, PR

  Relations of NCL_REL1 are composed of SUBJECT_REL1 and O
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SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before the relative clause 

with two EL1   SUBJECT_REL 
 sequence of the 

relative E T 

Proof

 consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_R
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a

 clause and OBJECT1   OBJ C

  

CL_REL1     NCL_REL1 

efore the relative 

BJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

r after SV in occur after SV in a 

Definition 81 

se 
tern

Theorem 36 

  UBJECT_REL1  
ur before the relative clause 

with tw

Proof

NCL_REL1  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, V, NP2> from Definition 78 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

Therefore N

 NCL_REL1  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP2> 
SUBJECT_REL : NPREL  V  from Definition 79 

 SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur b

clause with two consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   
SUBJECT_REL 
O

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occu

sequence of the relative clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 

Let  NCL_REL2  be a set of relative clauses and noun phrases which 
occur before the relative clause with two consecutive serial verbs in a clau
pat . 

NCL_REL2  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV> 

Relations of NCL_REL2 are composed of S
SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occ

o consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_REL 

  

> 
m Definition 79 

PREL occur before the relative 

clause ECT_REL 

NCL_REL2  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, V> from Definition 78 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

Therefore NCL_REL2     NCL_REL2 

 NCL_REL2  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV
SUBJECT_REL : NPREL  V   fro

 SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  N

with two consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJ
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Definition 82 un phrases which 

Lemma

Proof

Let  NCL_REL3  be a set of  relative clauses and no
occur before relative clause in a clause pattern. 

 28 NCL_REL3  :  <NPREL, PR_REL, V, ADJUNCT> 
 CL_REL2 :=  < NPREL, PR_REL, V>  from Definition 78 

om Definition 5 

Definiti NCL_REL3.1   be a set of relative clauses and noun phrases which 
occur b

Theorem 37 

omposed of SUBJECT_REL1 and 

se 

with tw
P in a sequence of the relative 

Proof

 N
V can be added information by ADJUNCT fr

 NCL_REL3 :=  <NPREL, PR_REL, V, ADJUNCT> 

on 84 Let  
efore the relative clause with two consecutive serial verbs in a clause 

pattern. 

NCL_REL3.1  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV, PP>  

Relations of NCL_REL3.1 are c
MODIFYV 1 

SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before the relative clau

o consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_REL 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  P occur after SV 

clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
  ,

 3 

NPREL occur before the relative 

L 

P can occur to add information to verb in a relative clause. 

relative

NCL_REL3 := <NPREL  PR_REL, V, ADJUNCT> from Lemma 28 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

Therefore NCL_REL3.1     NCL_REL

 NCL_REL3.1  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV, PP>  
SUBJECT_REL : NPREL  V   from Definition 79 

 SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  

clause with two consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_RE
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
P

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

 clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
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Definition 85 

se 
pattern.

Theore , ADVP> 

 
MODIF

 

with tw L1   SUBJECT_REL 
 a sequence of the 

relative
Proof

Let  NCL_REL3.2   be a set of relative clauses and noun phrases which 
occur before the relative clause with two consecutive serial verbs in a clau

 

m 38 NCL_REL3.2  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV

Relations of NCL_REL3.2 are composed of SUBJECT_REL1 and
YV2 
SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before the relative clause

o consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_RE
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in

 clause and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
   

from Definition 79 

EL 
ODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 

tiv  claus  

e and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 

Definition 86 

erbs in a clause 
pattern.

Theore , ADVP, PP>   

ence of 

the rela

NCL_REL3 := <NPREL, PR_REL, V, ADJUNCT> from Lemma 28

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

Therefore NCL_REL3.2     NCL_REL3 

 NCL_REL3.2  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV, ADVP> 
SUBJECT_REL : NPREL  V   

 SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before the relative 

clause with two consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_R
M
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a rela e e.

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of 

the relative claus

Let  NCL_REL3.3   be a set of relative clauses and noun phrases which 
occur before the relative clause with two consecutive serial v

 

m 39 NCL_REL3.3  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV

Relations of NCL_REL3.3 are composed of SUBJECT_REL1, MODIFYV2 

and MODIFYV1 
SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequ

tive clause and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_REL  
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MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

relative
in a sequence of the relative 

Proof

 clause and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV 

clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
  

 occur before the relative 

clause with EL 
 from Definition 13 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of 

nd MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 

Definition 87 

se 
pattern.

Theore REL, SV, PP,  ADVP> 

e clause 

with tw
e 

clause 

NCL_REL3 := <NPREL, PR_REL, V, ADJUNCT> from Lemma 28 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

Therefore NCL_REL3.3     NCL_REL3 

 NCL_REL3.3  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV, ADVP, PP> 
SUBJECT_REL : NPREL  V   from Definition 79 

 SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL

 two consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_R
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT  
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a relative clause. 
PP can occur to add information to verb in a relative clause. 


the relative clause and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 

MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

relative clause a

Let  NCL_REL3.4   be a set of relative clauses and noun phrases which 
occur before the relative clause with two consecutive serial verbs in a clau

 

m 40 NCL_REL3.4  :  < NPREL, PR_

Relations of NCL_REL3.4 are composed of SUBJECT_REL1, MODIFYV1 

and MODIFYV2 
SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before the relativ

o consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_REL 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the relativ

and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
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MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

Proof
relative clause and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 

  

NPREL occur before the relative 

L 
from Definition 13 

b in a relative clause. 

equence of the 

ur nce of 

Lemma CL_REL4  :  <NPREL, PR_REL, V, NP2, ADJUNCT> 

NCL_REL3 := <NPREL, PR_REL, V, ADJUNCT> from Lemma 28 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

Therefore NCL_REL3.4     NCL_REL3 

 NCL_REL3.4  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV, PP,  ADVP> 
SUBJECT_REL : NPREL  V   from Definition 79 

 SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  

clause with two consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_RE
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   
PP can occur to add information to verb in a relative clause. 
ADVP can occur to add information to ver

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a s

relative clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occ after SV in a seque

the relative clause and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
Definition 88 Let  NCL_REL4  be a set of  relative clauses and noun phrases which 

occur before relative clause in a clause pattern. 

 29 N
Proof  NCL_REL1 :=  < NPREL, PR_REL, V, NP2> from D fe inition 78 

REL4  :  <NPREL, PR_REL, V, NP2, ADJUNCT> 

Definition 89 

se 
pattern.

Theore R_REL, SV, NP2, ADVP>  

V can be added information by ADJUNCT from Definition 5 

 NCL_

Let  NCL_REL4.1   be a set of relative clauses and noun phrases which 
occur before the relative clause with two consecutive serial verbs in a clau

 

m 41 NCL_REL4.1  :  < NPREL, P

Relations of NCL_REL4.1 are composed of SUBJECT_REL1, OBJECT1 

and MODIFYV2 
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SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before the relative clause 

with two

relative
quence of the 

relative clause and MODIFYV IFYV 

Proof

 consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_REL 
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

 clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a se

2   MOD

  

EL, SV, NP2, ADVP> 

ative 

L 
from Definition 9 

ODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
 claus  

 

DIFYV2   MODIFYV 

Definition 90 

se 
pattern.

Theore _REL, SV, NP2, ADVP, PP>  

 SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_REL 

NCL_REL4  :  <NPREL, PR_REL, V, NP2, ADJUNCT>  from Lemma 29 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

Therefore NCL_REL4.1     NCL_REL4 

 NCL_REL4.1  :  < NPREL, PR_R
SUBJECT_REL : NPREL  V  from Definition 79 

 SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before the rel

clause with two consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_RE
OBJECT : V  NP    

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the  

relative clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
M
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a relative e.

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of

the relative clause and MO

Let  NCL_REL4.2   be a set of relative clauses and noun phrases which 
occur before the relative clause with two consecutive serial verbs in a clau

 

m 42 NCL_REL4.2 : < NPREL, PR

Relations of NCL_REL4.2 are composed of SUBJECT_REL1, OBJECT1, 
MODIFYV2 and MODIFYV1 

SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before the relative clause 

with two consecutive serial verbs and
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OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

relative

relative
P in a sequence of the relative 

Proof

 clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

 clause and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  P occur after SV 

clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 

  E , V, NP  Lemma 29 

L, SV, NP2, ADVP, PP> 

ative 

clause BJECT_REL 

fter SV in a sequence of the 

relative clau
 from Definition 13 

n a relative clause. 

fter SV in a sequence of 

F  
in a sequence of the 

Lemma CL_REL5  :  <NPREL, PR_REL, V, CL_SUB> 

NCL_REL4  :  <NPREL, PR_R L 2, ADJUNCT>  from

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

Therefore NCL_REL4.2     NCL_REL4 

 NCL_REL4.2 : < NPREL, PR_RE
SUBJECT_REL : NPREL  V  from Definition 79 

 SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before the rel

with two consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SU
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur a

se and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT  
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a relative clause. 
PP can occur to add information to verb i

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur a

the relative clause and MODIFYV2   MODI YV
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV 

relative clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
Definition 91 Let  NCL_REL5  be a set of  relative clauses and noun phrases which 

occur before relative clause in a clause pattern. 

 30 N
Proof  NCL_REL2 :=  < NPREL, PR_REL, V>  from f De inition 78 

CL_REL can be added information by CL_SUB 
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 NCL_REL5  :  <NPREL, PR_REL, V, CL_SUB> 

n 92 Let  NDefinitio CL_REL5   be a set of relative clauses and noun phrases which 
occur b

Theorem 43 

UBJECT_REL1 and 

se 

with two EL1   SUBJECT_REL 
r SV in a sequence 

of the s

Proof

efore the relative clause with two consecutive serial verbs in a clause 
pattern. 

NCL_REL5  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV, CL_SUB>  

Relations of NCL_REL5 are composed of S
COMPLETE1 

SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before the relative clau

 consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_R
COMPLETE1 : SV  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur afte

entence and COMPLETE1   COMPLETE 

   

5 

e relative 

EL 
from Definition 29 
 a sentence. 

SUB  

sequen MPLETE 
Definition 93 oun phrases which 

Lemma

Proof

NCL_REL5  :  <NPREL, PR_REL, V, CL_SUB>  from Lemma 30

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

Therefore NCL_REL5     NCL_REL

 NCL_REL5  :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV, CL_SUB> 
SUBJECT_REL : NPREL  V   from Definition 79 

 SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before th

clause with two consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_R
COMPLETE : V  CL_SUB     
CL_SUB can occur to complete information in

 COMPLETE1 : SV  CL_SUB  ;  CL_  occur after SV in a

ce of the relative clause and COMPLETE1   CO
Let  NCL_REL6  be a set of  relative clauses and n

occur before relative clause in a clause pattern. 

 31 NCL_REL6  :  <NPREL, PR_REL, V, NP2, CL> 
 CL_REL1 :=  < NPREL, PR_REL, V, NP2> from Definition 78  N

CL_REL can be added information by CL_SUB 

 NCL_REL6  :  <NPREL, PR_REL, V, NP2, CL> 
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Definition 94 

se 
pattern.

Theore EL, SV, NP2, CL_SUB>  

e clause 

with two

sentenc
 in a 

sequen

Proof

Let  NCL_REL6.1   be a set of relative clauses and noun phrases which 
occur before the relative clause with two consecutive serial verbs in a clau

 

m 44 NCL_REL6.1 :  < NPREL, PR_R

Relations of NCL_REL6.1 are composed of SUBJECT_REL1, OBJECT1 
and COMPLETE2  

SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before the relativ

 consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_REL 
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

e and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
COMPLETE2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV

ce of the relative clause and COMPLETE2   COMPLETE 

  

EL, SV, NP2, CL_SUB> 

tive 

_REL 
n 9 

OMPLETE : V  CL_SUB     from Definition 29 
 clause. 

relative clause and COMPLETE2   COMPLETE 

Definition 95 

se 
pattern. 

NCL_REL6  :  <NPREL, PR_REL, V, NP2, CL> from Lemma 31 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

CL_SUB  CL     from Definition 24 

Therefore NCL_REL6.1     NCL_REL6 

 NCL_REL6.1 :  < NPREL, PR_R
SUBJECT_REL : NPREL  V   from Definition 79 

 SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occur before the rela

clause with two consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definitio

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

relative clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
C
CL_SUB can occur to complete information in a relative

 COMPLETE2 : SVNP  CL_SUB  ;  CL_SUB occur after SV in a 

sequence of the 

Let  NCL_REL6.2   be a set of relative clauses and noun phrases which 
occur before the relative clause with two consecutive serial verbs in a clau
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Theorem 45 

e composed of SUBJECT_REL1, OBJECT1 
and MO

r before the relative clause 

EL 

relative
cur after NP2 in a sequence 

Proof

NCL_REL6.2 :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP2, CL_REL>  

Relations of NCL_REL6.2 ar
DIFYN2  
SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  SV  ;  NPREL occu

with two consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1   SUBJECT_R
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

 clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYN2 : NP2  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL oc

of the relative clause and MODIFYN2   MODIFYN 

  

 from Definition 79 

SV  ;  REL occur before the relative 

clause  SUBJECT_REL 

quence of the 

 : NP  CL_REL   from Definition 32 
. 

  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP2 in a 

Definitio

UB 

CL_SU

NCL_REL6  :  <NPREL, PR_REL, V, NP2, CL> from Lemma 31 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

CL_REL  CL     from Lemma 6 

Therefore NCL_REL6.2     NCL_REL6 

 NCL_REL6.2 :  < NPREL, PR_REL, SV, NP2, CL_REL> 
SUBJECT_REL : NPREL  V  

 SUBJECT_REL1 : NPREL  NP

with two consecutive serial verbs and SUBJECT_REL1  
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a se

relative clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYN
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase

 MODIFYN2 : NP2

sequence of the relative clause and MODIFYN2   MODIFYN 
n 96 Let  CL_SUB1, CL_SUB2 be a set of subordinate clauses in different 
clause patterns. 

CL_SUB1  :  <C_SUB, V, NP2> ; CL_SUB1    CL_S

B2  :  <C_SUB, V>  ; CL_SUB2    CL_SUB 
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Definition 9 Let  CL_SUB7 inate lause tive 
serial v

Theorem 46 1    CL_SUB 

  

1  be a set of subord  c s with two consecu
erbs in a clause pattern. 

CL_SUB1  :  <C_SUB, SV, NP2> ; CL_SUB

Relations of CL_SUB1 are composed of OBJECT1 
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

subordinate clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 

Proof  CL_SUB1  :  <C_SUB, V, NP2>  from Definition 96 

, S  NP2> CL_SU

r after SV in occur after SV in a 

Lemma , ADJUNCT> ; CL_SUB3    CL_SUB 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

Therefore CL_SUB1     CL_SUB1 

 CL_SUB1  :  <C_SUB V,  ; B1    CL_SUB 
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occu

sequence of the subordinate clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
Definition 98 Let  CL_SUB3  be a set of  subordinate clauses in a clause pattern. 

 32 CL_SUB3  :  <C_SUB, V
Proof  CL_SUB2 :=  <C_SUB, V>   from Definition 96 

V can be added information by ADJUNCT from Definition 5 

 CL_SUB3    CL_SUB 

9  claus ecutive 
serial v

Theorem 47 

MODIFYV 1 

subord ODIF V 
Proof

Therefore CL_SUB3     CL_SUB 

 CL_SUB3 :=  <C_SUB, V, ADJUNCT> ;

Definition 9 Let  CL_SUB3.1   be a set of subordinate es with two cons
erbs in a clause pattern. 

CL_SUB3.1  :  <C_SUB, SV, PP> ; CL_SUB3.1    CL_SUB 

Relations of CL_SUB3.1 are composed of 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

inate clause and MODIFYV1   M Y
  

from Definition 6 

Therefore CL_SUB3.1     CL_SUB3 

CL_SUB3 := <C_SUB, V, ADJUNCT>  from Lemma 32 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

PP  ADJUNCT    
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 CL_SUB3.1  :  <C_SUB, SV, PP>  ; CL_SUB3.1    CL_SUB
MODIFYV : V  ADJUN

 
CT   from Definition 13 

subord

Definiti auses with two consecutive 
serial v

Theore ; CL_SUB3.2    CL_SUB 

IFYV1 
e 

subord

subord  
Proof

PP can occur to add information to verb in a subordinate clause. 

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

inate clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 

on 100 Let  CL_SUB3.2   be a set of subordinate cl
erbs in a clause pattern. 

m 48 CL_SUB3.2  :  <C_SUB, SV, ADVP, PP> 

Relations of NCL_REL3.2 are composed of MODIFYV2 and MOD
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of th

inate clause and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

inate clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV
  

; CL_SUB3.2    CL_SUB 
MO

 in a subordinate clause. 

f 

 MODIFYV 
r S f the 

subord V 
Definition 101

 

Proof

CL_SUB3 := <C_SUB, V, ADJUNCT>  from Lemma 33 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

Therefore CL_SUB3.2     CL_SUB3 

 CL_SUB3.2  :  <C_SUB, SV, ADVP, PP>  
DIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 

ADVP can occur to add information to verb
PP can occur to add information to verb in a subordinate clause. 

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a sequence o

the subordinate clause and MODIFYV2  
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur afte V in a sequence o

inate clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFY
  Let  CL_SUB4  be a set of  subordinate clauses in a clause pattern. 

Lemma 33 CL_SUB4  :  <C_SUB, V, NP2, ADJUNCT>  ; CL_SUB4    CL_SUB

 , NP2>  from Definition 96 
 

 CL_SUB1  :  <C_SUB, V
V can be added information by ADJUNCT from Definition 5 
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Therefore CL_SUB4     CL_SUB 

 CL_SUB4  :  <C_SUB, V, NP2, ADJUNCT>; CL_SUB4    CL_

n 102 Let  CL_SUB

SUB 

Definitio lauses with two consecutive 
serial v

Theore   ; CL_SUB4    CL_SUB 

V2 

subord
r after SV in a sequence of the 

Proof

4   be a set of subordinate c
erbs in a clause pattern. 

m 49 CL_SUB4  :  <C_SUB, SV, NP2, ADVP> 

Relations of CL_SUB4 are composed of OBJECT1 and MODIFY
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

inate clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occu

subordinate clause and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 

  

from Definition 15 

  CL_SUB

B 

V in a sequence of the  

 
on to erb in e. 

ur after SV in a sequence of 

the sub DIFYV 
Definition 103

Proof

CL_SUB4  :  <C_SUB, V, NP2, ADJUNCT> from Lemma 33 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    

Therefore CL_SUB4    4 

 CL_SUB4  :  <C_SUB, SV, NP2, ADVP>  ; CL_SUB4    CL_SU
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after S

subordinate clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13
ADVP can occur to add informati  v a subordinate claus

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occ

ordinate clause and MODIFYV2   MO
  Let  CL_SUB5  be a set of  subordinate clauses in a clause pattern. 

Lemma 34 CL_SUB5  :  <C_SUB, V, NP2, CL> ; CL_SUB5    CL_SUB 

 , NP2>  from Definition 96 

UB 

 CL_SUB1  :  <C_SUB, V
NP2 can be added information by CL_REL 

Therefore CL_SUB5     CL_SUB 

 CL_SUB5  :  < C_SUB, V, NP2, CL> ;  CL_SUB5    CL_S
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Definition 104  

0  

subord

of the s

Proof

Let  CL_SUB5   be a set of subordinate clauses with two consecutive 
serial verbs in a clause pattern. 

Theorem 5 CL_SUB5 :  <C_SUB, SV, NP2, CL_REL> ; CL_SUB5    CL_SUB 

Relations of CL_SUB5 are composed of OBJECT1 and MODIFYN2  
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

inate clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYN2 : NP2  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after NP2 in a sequence 

ubordinate clause and MODIFYN2   MODIFYN 

  

from Lemma 1 

_SUB 
 9 

he 

 
e. 

_REL occur after NP2 in a 

Lemma , ADJUNCT, CL>  ; CL_SUB6    CL_SUB 

CL_SUB5  :  <C_SUB, V, NP2, CL>  from Lemma 34 

SV  V     

CL_REL  CL     from Lemma 6 

Therefore CL_SUB5     CL_SUB5 

 CL_SUB5 :  <C_SUB, SV, NP2, CL_REL> ; CL_SUB5    CL
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of t

subordinate clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL   from Definition 32
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phras

 MODIFYN2 : NP2  CL_REL  ;  CL

sequence of the subordinate clause and MODIFYN2   MODIFYN 
Definition 105  Let  CL_SUB6  be a set of  subordinate clauses in a clause pattern. 

 35 CL_SUB6  :  <C_SUB, V

Proof  CL_SUB3  :  <C_SUB, V, ADJUNCT> from Lemma 32 
ADJUNCT can be PP added information by CL_REL 

Therefore CL_SUB6     CL_SUB 

 CL_SUB6  :  <C_SUB, V, ADJUNCT, CL>  ; CL_SUB6    CL_SUB 

Definition 106  

1 L_SUB 

Let  CL_SUB6   be a set of subordinate clauses with two consecutive 
serial verbs in a clause pattern. 

Theorem 5 CL_SUB6 :  <C_SUB, SV, PP, CL_REL> ; CL_SUB6    C
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Relations of S6 are composed of MODIFYV1 and MODIFYN3  
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

subord
EL occur after PP in a sequence 

Proof

inate clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
MODIFYN3 : NPin PP  CL_REL  ;  CL_R

of the subordinate clause and MODIFYN3   MODIFYN 

  J NCT, a 35 

from Lemma 6 

  CL_SUB

L_SUB 
from Definition 13 

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequence of the 

 32 

c ur to a  noun phrase in a prepositional 

YN3 : NPin PP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after PP in a 

ODIFYN 
atterns. 

CL_N1 

2    CL_N 

Definition 108   

2 

  

CL_SUB6  :  <C_SUB, V, AD U  CL> from Lemm

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

CL_REL  CL     

Therefore CL_SUB6    6 

 CL_SUB6 :  <C_SUB, SV, PP, CL_REL>  ; CL_SUB6    C
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT  
PP can occur to add information to verb in a subordinate clause. 


subordinate clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 

MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL   from Definition

PP  =  P  N+  and  NP  =  N+  (P  N+)* from Definition 6 

PP  can be  P  NP  when   NP  =  N+ 
CL_REL can o c dd information to a

phrase. 

 MODIF

sequence of the subordinate clause and MODIFYN3   M
Definition 107  Let  CL_N1, CL_N2 be a set of noun clauses in different clause p

 :  <NP, V, NP2> ; CL_N1    CL_N 

CL_N2  :  <NP, V>  ; CL_N

Let  CL_N1  be a set of noun clauses with two consecutive serial verbs in
a clause pattern. 

Theorem 5 CL_N1  :  <NP, SV, NP2> ; CL_N1    CL_N 

Relations of CL_N1 are composed of SUBJECT1 and OBJECT1 
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SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the noun 

;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the noun 
clause and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 

OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  

clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 

Proof  CL_N1  :  <NP, V, NP2>   from Definition 107 

 
ion 9 

ccur uence of the 

   SUBJ CT 

2 occur after SV in occur after SV in a 

 

Lemma   <NP, V, ADJUNCT> ; CL_N3    CL_N 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

Therefore CL_N1     CL_N1 

 CL_N1  :  <NP, SV, NP2> ; CL_N1    CL_N
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definit

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV;  NP o  before SV in a seq

noun clause and SUBJECT1 E
OBJECT : V  NP    from Definition 9 

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP

sequence of the subordinate clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT
Definition 109  Let  CL_N3  be a set of  noun clauses in a clause pattern. 

 36 CL_N3  :
Proof  CL_N2 :=  <NP, V>    from Definition 107 

CT>  ; CL_N3    CL_N 

Definition 110   

3 CL_N3   CL

n 

clause 
quence of the noun 

clause IFYV 
Proof

V can be added information by ADJUNCT from Definition 5 

Therefore CL_N3    CL_N 

 CL_N3 :=  <NP, V, ADJUN

Let  CL_N3   be a set of noun clauses with two consecutive serial verbs
in a clause pattern. 

Theorem 5 CL_N3  :  <NP, SV, PP> ;   _N 

Relations of CL_N3 are composed of SUBJECT1 and MODIFYV 1 
SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of the nou

and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a se

and MODIFYV1   MOD
  CL_N3 := <NP, V, ADJUNCT>   from Lemma 36 
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SV  V     from Lemma 1 

 from Definition 9 

he 

 s . 

occur after SV in a sequence of the 

Lemma   <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT> ; CL_N4    CL_N 

PP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 6 

Therefore CL_N3     CL_N3 

 CL_N3  :  <NP, SV, PP>  ; CL_N3    CL_N 
SUBJECT : NP  V     

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV;  NP occur before SV in a sequence of t

noun clause and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 
PP can occur to add information to verb in a ubordinate clause

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP 

noun clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
Definition 111  Let  CL_N4  be a set of  noun clauses in a clause pattern.  

 37 CL_N4  :
Proof  CL_N1  :  <NP, V, NP2>   from Definition 107 

efore CL_N4    CL_N 

Definiti clauses with two consecutive serial verbs 
in a cla

Theore VP> ; CL_N4    CL_N 

4

e ore SV  the noun 

clause 

sentenc
uence of the 

noun cl  MODI YV 

Proof

V can be added information by ADJUNCT from Definition 5 

Ther

 CL_N4  :  <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT>  ; CL_N4    CL_N 

on 112  Let  CL_N4   be a set of noun 
use pattern. 

m 54 CL_N4  :  <NP, SV, NP2, AD

Relations of CL_N  are composed of SUBJECT1, OBJECT1 and 
MODIFYV2 

SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur b f  in a sequence of

and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of the 

e and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  ADVP occur after SV in a seq

ause and MODIFYV2   F

  CL_N4  :  <NP, V, NP2, ADJUNCT>  from Lemma 37 
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SV  V     from Lemma 1 

VP> ; CL_N4    CL_N 

nce of the 

from Definition 9 

he 

 
nce. 

ADVP occur after SV in a sequence of 

Lemma   <NP, V, ADJUNCT, CL_REL> ;  CL_N5    CL_N 

ADVP  ADJUNCT    from Definition 15 

Therefore CL_N4     CL_N4 

 CL_N4  :  <NP, SV, NP2, AD
SUBJECT : NP  V      from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV;  NP occur before SV in a seque

noun clause and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
OBJECT : V  NP    

 OBJECT1 : SV  NP2  ;  NP2 occur after SV in a sequence of t

noun clause and OBJECT1   OBJECT 
MODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13
ADVP can occur to add information to verb in a sente

 MODIFYV2 : SV  ADVP  ;  

the noun clause and MODIFYV2   MODIFYV 
Definition 113  Let  CL_N5  be a set of  noun clauses in a clause pattern.  

 38 CL_N5  :
Proof  CL_N3 := <NP, V, ADJUNCT>   from Lemma 36 

efore CL_N5    CL_N 

Definiti clauses with two consecutive serial verbs 
in a cla

Theore REL> ; CL_N5    CL_N 

 be ore SV  the noun 

clause 
 after SV in a sequence of the noun 

ADJUNCT can be PP added information by CL_REL 

Ther

 CL_N5  :  <NP, V, ADJUNCT, CL_REL> ;  CL_N5    CL_N 

on 114  Let  CL_N5   be a set of noun 
use pattern. 

m 55 CL_N5  :  <NP, SV, PP, CL_

Relations of CL_N5 are composed of SUBJECT1, MODIFYV1 and 
MODIFYN3 

SUBJECT1 : NP  SV  ;  NP occur f  in a sequence of

and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur

clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
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MODIFYN3 : NPin PP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after PP in a sequen

of the noun clause and MODIFYN

ce 

ODIFYN 

Proof
3   M

  R L> 

2, CL_REL> 
  

before SV in a sequence of the 

sentenc
ODIFYV : V  ADJUNCT   from Definition 13 

ence of the 

efinition 32 

n be  P  NP  when   NP  =  N+ 
ional 

YN3 : NPin PP  CL_REL  ;  CL_REL occur after PP in a 

sequence of the noun clause and MODIFYN3   MODIFYN 
Theorem 56  AUXP can occur before SV in all clause patterns with two consecutive 

serial verbs. 

Proof

CL_N5  :  <NP, V, NP2, CL_ E  from Lemma 38 

SV  V     from Lemma 1 

Therefore CL_N5     CL_N5 

 CL_N5  :  <NP, SV, NP ; CL_N5    CL_N 
SUBJECT : NP  V    from Definition 9 

 SUBJECT1 : NP  SV;  NP occur 

e and SUBJECT1   SUBJECT 
M

 MODIFYV1 : SV  PP  ;  PP occur after SV in a sequ

noun clause and MODIFYV1   MODIFYV 
MODIFYN : NP  CL_REL   from D

PP  =  P  N+  and  NP  =  N+  (P  N+)* from Definition 6 

PP  ca
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase in a preposit

phrase. 
CL_REL can occur to add information to a noun phrase. 

 MODIF

  SV  V     from Lemma 1 

 AUXP occur before V in a clause  from Definition 76 

 AUXP can occur before SV in all clause patterns with two 
consecutive serial verbs. 
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APPENDIX D 
MEANING OF SEMANTIC BINDING PATTERNS 

D.1 Meaning of Semantic Binding Patterns. 

 
Figure D.1: Meaning of semantic binding patterns. 
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Figure D.1: Meaning of semantic binding patterns (cont.). 
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Figure D.1: Meaning of semantic binding patterns (cont.). 
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Figure D.1: Meaning of semantic binding patterns (cont.). 
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APPENDIX E 
TWO CONSECUTIVE THAI SERIAL VERBS 

E.1 Two Consecutive Thai Serial Verbs 
Some two consecutive Thai SVCs,which its first element is the top ten most 

found serial verbs in the ORCHID corpus, are shown in Table E.1. 

Table E.1: Two consecutive Thai serial verbs in the ORCHID corpus. 
 

 1st verb 2nd verb 
1 ใช ออกแบบ 
2 ใช แสดง 
3 ใช ทด 
4 ใช อธิบาย 
5 ใช สอน 
6 ใช พิจารณา 
7 ใช ควบคุม 
8 ใช บันทึก 
9 ใช บริการ 
10 ใช วัด 
11 ใช ดู 
12 ใช แกไข 
13 ใช คน 
14 ใช พิมพ 
15 ใช สง 
16 ใช รับสง 
17 ใช ทํา 
18 ใช แสดงผล 
19 ใช สลับ 
20 ใช กําหนด 
21 ใช ปอน 
22 ใช ส่ือสาร 
23 ใช เก็บ 
24 ใช ตรวจสอบ 
25 ใช จัดการ 
26 ใช ตรวจเชค็ 
27 ใช อาน 
28 ใช ทดสอบ 
29 ใช วิเคราะห 
30 ใช สราง 
31 ใช แยก 
32 ใช รักษา 
33 ใช บอก 
34 ใช พัฒนา 
35 ใช ปลูก 
36 ใช ตั้ง 
37 ใช เชื่อม 
38 ใช ชวย 

 1st verb 2nd verb 
39 ใช ลาก 
40 ใช ติดตอ 
41 ใช ประมวลผล 
42 ใช ถายทอด 
43 ใช สนับสนนุ 
44 ใช ตรวจรับ 
45 ใช ตรวจจับ 
46 ใช แลกเปล่ียน 
47 ใช ดํา 
48 ใช เปลี่ยน 
49 ใช บรรจ ุ
50 ใช ประเมนิผล 
51 ใช เรยีก 
52 ใช เลือก 
53 ใช ตอ 
54 ใช ทดแทน 
55 ใช กําหนด 
56 ทําหนาท่ี ประสานงาน
57 ทําหนาท่ี ฝกอบรม 
58 ทําหนาท่ี เก็บ 
59 ทําหนาท่ี เชื่อม 
60 ทําหนาท่ี หา 
61 ทําหนาท่ี ติดตอ 
62 ทําหนาท่ี จัดการ 
63 ทําหนาท่ี สราง 
64 ทําหนาท่ี เปลี่ยน 
65 ทําหนาท่ี แปลง 
66 ทําหนาท่ี แยก 
67 ทําหนาท่ี สลับ 
68 ทําหนาท่ี ปรบั 
69 ทําหนาท่ี แปล 
70 ทําหนาท่ี ควบคุม 
71 ทําหนาท่ี รับ 
72 ทําหนาท่ี ตรวจสอบ 
73 ทําหนาท่ี ตีความ 
74 ทําหนาท่ี ขยาย 
75 ทําหนาท่ี หาร 
76 ทําหนาท่ี เลือก 

 1st verb 2nd verb 
77 ทําหนาท่ี เชื่อมตอ 
78 ทําหนาท่ี อาน 
79 ทําหนาท่ี ประมวลผล 
80 ทําหนาท่ี ผลิต 
81 ทําหนาท่ี ถอดรหัส 
82 ทําหนาท่ี พิจารณา 
83 ทําหนาท่ี ปลอย 
84 ทําหนาท่ี จัด 
85 ทําหนาท่ี แสดงผล 
86 ทําหนาท่ี แสดง 
87 ทําหนาท่ี แทน 
88 ทําหนาท่ี วิเคราะห 
89 ทําหนาท่ี สังเคราะห 
90 ทําหนาท่ี รวม 
91 ทําหนาท่ี แกไข 
92 ทําหนาท่ี ลด 
93 ทําหนาท่ี พิมพ 
94 ทําหนาท่ี ติดตั้ง 
95 ทําหนาท่ี เชื่อมโยง 
96 ทําหนาท่ี ส่ังงาน 
97 ทําหนาท่ี วิเคราะห 
98 ตองการ เรยีน 
99 ตองการ เพิม่ 
100 ตองการ ใช 
101 ตองการ ยกเลิก 
102 ตองการ คนหา 
103 ตองการ ดู 
104 ตองการ ปรบัแตง 
105 ตองการ วัด 
106 ตองการ ควบคุม 
107 ตองการ พัฒนา 
108 ตองการ แกไข 
109 ตองการ หา 
110 ตองการ พิมพ 
111 ตองการ สราง 
112 ตองการ ถาย 
113 ตองการ สง 
114 ตองการ เลิก 
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Table E.1: Two consecutive Thai serial verbs in the ORCHID corpus (cont.). 
 

 1st verb 2nd verb 
115 ตองการ เคลื่อน 
116 ตองการ ใชงาน 
117 ตองการ ติดตอ 
118 ตองการ เปด 
119 ตองการ ติดตั้ง 
120 ตองการ เก็บ 
121 ตองการ ปรึกษา 
122 ตองการ สนทนา 
123 ตองการ เขาสู 
124 ตองการ แลกเปล่ียน 
125 ตองการ ศึกษา 
126 ตองการ กระตุน 
127 ตองการ เพิม่ 
128 ชวย ออกแบบ 
129 ชวย ลด 
130 ชวย สนับสนนุ 
131 ชวย พิจารณา 
132 ชวย สอน 
133 ชวย ประหยัด 
134 ชวย สรุป 
135 ชวย เสริม 
136 ชวย ทําให 
137 ชวย แบงเบา 
138 ชวย สราง 
139 ชวย วิเคราะห 
140 ชวย กําหนด 
141 ชวย แกปญหา 
142 ชวย ประมวล 
143 ชวย พัฒนา 
144 ชวย กด 
145 ชวย ติดตั้ง 
146 ชวย แปลง 
147 ชวย ผลักดนั 
148 ชวย คนหา 
149 ชวย ใช 
150 ทดลอง สราง 
151 ทดลอง ให 
152 ทดลอง ทํา 
153 ทดลอง บันทึก 
154 ทดลอง ออกแบบ 

 1st verb 2nd verb 
155 ทดลอง ใชงาน 
156 ทดลอง ติดตั้ง 
157 ทดลอง อาน 
158 ทดลอง ส่ังซื้อ 
159 ทดลอง แลกเปล่ียน 
160 ทดลอง ปอน 
161 ทดลอง เรยีก 
162 ทดลอง ใช 
163 ไป ควบคุม 
164 ไป อาน 
165 ไป เก็บ 
166 ไป ตรวจจับ 
167 ไป ตอบสนอง 
168 ไป รบกวน 
169 ไป แทรก 
170 ไป จําหนาย 
171 ไป รับ 
172 ไป ตรวจ 
173 ไป ตรวจสอบ 
174 ไป กําหนด 
175 ไป สนับสนนุ 
176 ดําเนินการ สราง 
177 ดําเนินการ พัฒนา 
178 ดําเนินการ ดูแล 
179 ดําเนินการ เชื่อมโยง 
180 ดําเนินการ จัด 
181 ดําเนินการ จัดหา 
182 ดําเนินการ ตอบสนอง 
183 ดําเนินการ ทด 
184 ดําเนินการ จัดตั้ง 
185 ดําเนินการ จัดซื้อ 
186 ดําเนินการ ติดตั้ง 
187 ดําเนินการ ประยุกต 
188 พยายาม กําหนด 
189 พยายาม ศึกษา 
190 พยายาม ใช 
191 พยายาม คนหา 
192 พยายาม หา 
193 พยายาม ทํา 
194 พยายาม พัฒนา 

 1st verb 2nd verb 
195 พยายาม ทําให 
196 พยายาม ติดตอ 
197 พยายาม สังเกต 
198 พยายาม ทําใหเกิด 
199 พยายาม เลีย้ง 
200 พยายาม ออกแบบ 
201 พยายาม จัด 
202 พยายาม เปรียบเทียบ 
203 มา ชวยเหลือ 
204 มา ใช 
205 มา ทํา 
206 มา ชวย 
207 มา ตอ 
208 มา สนับสนนุ 
209 มา สาธิต 
210 มา ขยาย 
211 มา รับ 
212 มา เก็บ 
213 มา ใชงาน 
214 มา พัฒนา 
215 มา ประชมุ 
216 มา อาน 
217 มา ยืม 
218 มา ใช 
219 เลือก เอา 
220 เลือก สราง 
221 เลือก เก็บ 
222 เลือก พิมพ 
223 เลือก เลน 
224 เลือก ดู 
225 เลือก คน 
226 เลือก อาน 
227 เลือก ส่ัง 
228 เลือก ปฏบิัติการ 
229 เลือก ตอบ 
230 เลือก พัฒนา 
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The semantic interpretation of some two consecutive SVCs which its first element is the top ten most found serial verbs in the 
of these two consecutive SVCs from related research. ORCHID corpus are shown in Table E.1, including types 

 

Table E.2: The first verb in SVCs and semantic interpretations. 

No. First Verbs Semantic Interpretation (Thepkanjana,1986) (Sudmuk, 2005) 
1 ใช/chai/ Purpose Purpose simultaneous serial verbs  Use-SVCs, Purposive  
2 ชวย/chui/ Complement Complements of modality verbs  Open class SVCs,  Simultaneous 
3 ดําเนนิการ/dam-noen-kan/ Complement Complements of modality verbs Open class SVCs, Simultaneous 
4 ตองการ/tong-kan/ Complement Complement of modality verbs Open class SVCs, Simultaneous 
5 ทดลอง/thot-long/ Complement Complement of modality verbs Open class SVCs, Simultaneous 
6 ทําหนาที/่tham-na-thi/ Complement Complements of modality verbs Open class SVCs, Simultaneous 
7 ไป/pai/ Purpose Purpose simultaneous serial verbs Motion SVCs, Purposive 
8 พยายาม/pha-ya-yam/ Complement Complement of modality verb Open class SVCs,  Simultaneous 
9 มา/ma/ Purpose Purpose simultaneous serial verbs s Motion SVCs, Purposive  
10 เลือก/leuak/ Purpose Purpose simultaneous serial verbs Open class SVCs, Purposive 

  

 

  

 

 

E.2 Semantic Interpretations 



 

E.3 Tag definitions in Thai consecutive SVCs lexicon 

Tag Definition 
<item></item> No. of words 
<wd></wd> Word 
<syn></syn> Syntactic pattern 
<cat></cat> Word’s category 
<scat></scat> Particle word’s category 
<vp></vp> Syntactic verb pattern 
<sem></sem> Semantic pattern 
<intpt></intpt> Semantic Interpretation 
<rel></rel> Relation pattern 
<agt></agt> Agent of action 
<pat></pat> Patient of action 
<ins></ins> Instrument of action 
<manner></manner> Adverb of manner 
<coop></coop> Adverb of cooperating or separating 
<time></time> Adverb of time or frequency 
<deg></deg> Adverb of degree 
<loc></loc> Preposition for location 
<coor></coor> Preposition for coordination 
<pur></pur> Preposition for purpose 
<mean></mean> Preposition for mean 
<sorc></sorc> Preposition for source or destination 

Table E.3: Tag definitions in Thai consecutive SVCs lexicon 
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